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CHAPTER I 
STATBlviENT OF 'IRE PROBlEM 
The rapid growth of school population has brought with 
it the administrative problem of informing large numbers of 
pupils about curricula, activities, regulations, and 
buildings, by the most advantageous method. Many principals 
have solved this problem through the use of a students' 
handbook. The handbook serves not only as a guide to 
students, but can be invaluable as a means of interpreting 
school policy to parents. It is, with the above thoughts 
primarily in mind, the reason for this study. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement 2£ ~problem. It was the purpose of this 
study to (1) develop a handbook for students of the Quincy 
Trade School in Quincy, Massachusetts, and {2) to outline 
procedure for a periodic appraisal of the handbook. 
Importance of the study. One fUnction of a good 
guidance program is the smooth and rapid orientation of the 
new student to a new school situation. Ninth grade 
graduates from four junior high schools within the city of 
Quincy, and tuition paying students from surrounding cities 
and towns attend Quincy Trade School. Diversity of 
d ;! 
Boston UniversitY 
School of Education 
Library 
educational experience on the part of beginning students is 
so marked that adjustment to the trade school program and 
regulations is sometimes difficult, aome boys come from an 
eight-four system and others from a six-three-three system. 
Boys in trade school have a week of class, then alternate 
with a week of shop. False ideas about the amount of 
academic work have to be disspelled, The tenure of a 
student in trade school is based on state laws that are 
different than those that apply to a student in the high 
school. It is in the interest of a healthy and rapid 
adjustment to the trade school program that students and 
parents know the opportunities and obligations that exist 
in trade school, 
acope of the study, The scope of this study en-
compassed an analysis of the topics, items, and organization 
considered important in the construction of an adequate 
students 1 handbook, and the construction of a handbook which 
would meet the needs of the students of the ~uincy Trade 
School. 
Justification £f the study, Vlhen changes occur in a 
school program various methods of notification are used, 
At Quincy Trade School, the following methods e.re used to 
acquaint students and teachers with infor•mation regarding 
school activities; {1) a ''Notice to Faculty" sheet which may 
" 
contain inf.ormat ion for faculty, student, or both; this is 
issued as the need arises; (2) broadcasts over the school 
address system as the need arises (broadcasts usually 
consist of daily and forthcoming events); (3) faculty 
meetings usually scheduled once a month where problems of 
an administrative nature are discus sed; (4) individual 
notification through notes or personal contact with faculty 
or students; and (5) 11 Rules and Regulations for 3tudents; 11 
this consists of two mimeographed 8 1/211 x 1111 sheets and 
is issued to all new students. Students obtain all of the 
information they should have through the above five methods. 
Although these methods are efficient as a means of 
notification, it is questionable as to how much of the 
information is retained by the student or teacher one week 
from the time it is given. Experience has shown that the 
two mimeographed sheets issued to new students are soon 
lost, and although posted, are rarely referred to by the 
majority of students. Because many of the notices given to 
the students by the various methods are repeated from year 
to year, and often within the school year, it appears that 
a handbook would be an ideal way of presenting nllch of the 
information that is now disseminated rather ineffectually 
by the present methods. 
~ for ~ analysis and organized presentation of 
interest areas. Quincy Trade School students share some 
' r 
activities and facilities with the quincy High 2-chool. 
Trade School students play on the athletic teams, partici-
pate in the musical programs, attend assemblies, use the 
gym, join the clubs, and use the cafeteria in the adjoining 
high school. They take no courses in the high school, nor 
does a high school student attend any classes in the trade 
school. Although both schools, high and trade, attend 
school about the same number of hours and in adjoining 
buildings, a gulf exists between the two schools in the forlri 
of a lack of communication and knowledge about activities 
often of interest to both groups. For this reason, the 
activities carried on in the high school in which trade 
students are permitted to participate should be outlined 
clearly. This information should then be compiled and 
presented to trade students, preferably through a students' 
handbook. 
Orientation of students. Degrees of maturity and 
sophistication of new students range widely. Routine 
administrative procedures and school regulations must be 
learned and clearly understood by the students. Valuable 
time of the students should not be spent in seeking shops, 
classrooms, libraries, toilets, and offices. Embarrassment 
for the very young student who stands in dread of asking 
an adult for information may be avoided. A handbook can 
" 
create a certain degreA of equality, at least in knowledge 
of the school and its programs. A handbook can also create 
a degree of independence on the part of the new student. 
He is not lost in a new school situation. Teachers can 
study the handbook with their cla.sses to clarify any 
obscurities. Counselors may use th"l handbook in t,Jo.eir work 
with students. A students 1 handbook can facilitate the 
adjustment of the ne1v student, aid the older student, 
answer the questions of all students and aid the 
administration in creating a confident student body. 
Organization of the remainder of .!:_he thesis. Chapter 
II reviews the research on student handbooks. Theses, 
periodicals, and texts are reviewed and commented on. 
Chapter III presents an analysis of handbooks and 
questionnaires for the purpose of determining size and 
content of an ideal handbook. Chapter IV contains a 
summary, a statement of conclusions, and re cor.unendat ions 
resulting from the study. References are included in the 
BIBLIOGRAPHY at the end of the thesis. The APFE~;DIX will 
contain the completed handbook for the students of Quincy 
Trade School. 
1::: 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH 
Research on student handbooks has followed a general 
pattern with the natural emphasis on the content and 
organization. Other features which have received attention 
are; size, both dimension and number of pages, financing, 
and distribution. Every study investigated by the writer 
had a breakdown by items and their frequency of occurrence. 
This was a logical approach to finding what items were 
considered important in a handbook. The writer's 
experience in categorizing items revealed a wide range of 
topic titles, but, they generally referred to the same 
subject, e.g., homeroom, homeroom activities, homeroom 
officers, and homeroom organization. All topics did not 
cover the same material, but there was enough similarity to 
warrant, in the writer's opinion, classifying the above 
subjects under 'homeroom'. Authors of other studies may 
have had this problem although no reference to it was found . 
in any of the studies. 
Content of the handbook. The content is governed by a· 
number of factors, any one or more of which may determine 
the number and extent of the items. It is possible that 
one factor is the dearth of knowledge about developing a 
handbook. Turner, in his study states: 
11 Little is written, however, about the process 
for developing a hand)?qok, and the methods of 
keeping it current." 1:1 
Turner 1 s gj study emphasized certain principles which should 
govern the construction of student handbooks. He plainly 
states that the handbook should be the result of group 
thinking. He also states that though it is permissable to 
examine handbooks from other schools for lists of subjects 
to be discussed, the policy pertaining to those subjects 
must be locally determined. George lists eight questions 
as criteria for selecting handbook content: 
"1. 
pupils? 
2. 
pupils? 
Does this proposal affect a majority of the 
Does this item serve a felt need of the 
--
3. Is the material properly phrased? 
4. Does the subject influence the pupil 
cooperation in the school? 
5. Is its length in proper proportion to 
importance if the editor considers the eventual 
of the handbook? 
6. Is it a perrnanent contribution? 
7. Will the material require re-editing 
year? 
its 
size 
each 
8. How will the contribution affect the cost of 
publication? '§/ 
Y Lawrence E. Turner, 11 How to Develop a Handbook, 11 The 
.American School Board Journal, {April, 1953), 126:24-25.-
gj lli£· 
'§} J. Jackson George, "The Essentials of a Secondary 
Handbook, 11 (unpublished Master 1s thesis, Boston University, 
Boston, Massachusetts, 1941), P• 99. 
. ··---·~--~---~~=~ ,_--=-~~----··-~ --~----~----· ---~- ·---·~=- ~~---- . 
' 
Content measured against the above criteria should do much 
to eliminate unnecessary items and lead to the inclusion of, 
important material. George's study is a very comprehensive 
treatment of handbook construction and is recommended by 
this writer to anyone undertaking the development of a 
student handbook. 
Organization 2£~ handbook. Most of the items in a 
handbook can be classified under a few major headings, whic~ 
could serve as natural divisions of material and consequent• 
ly would contribute some organization to the handbook. The 
author's study of one hundred and twenty-five handbooks 
tends to confirm an earlier study by CUrtis, who states: 
"Apparently no great progress toward excellence 
of organization of materials is man~est in recent 
handbooks in comparison with older ones ••• a 
logical and systematic organization of materials ~~s 
found to be the exception rather than the rule." Y 
Additional confirmation of lack of excellence of organization 
in student handbooks is given in two earlier studies, one by 
lt!c Kown, E/ and one by Kershaw and Carback. §/ A careful 
appraisal of the items one intends to include in a handbook 
if, Francis D. CUrtis, 11 A Study of Hie;h School Hand-
books,'~ School Review, (December, 1943), 51:614-18. 
E/ Harry C. Me Kown, 11 The Hie;h-School Handboolc, 11 School; 
Review, XXXII, {November, 1924), 667-81. ·· 
6/ William L. Kershaw and Clarence Herbert Carback, 
"The High-School Student Handbook, 11 School Review, XXXII, 
(October 1924), 587-97. 
will suggest major divisions. No hard and fast rules apply 
in this situation. The major divisions of materials are a 
matter of individual judgment and will differ to some extent 
from other 1 s organizations. Kaluger suggests that items 
could be classified under the following divisions: 
"1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Introduction 
Organization of the School 
General Rules and Information 
School Organizations and Actiy~ties 
School Usage, Customs, etc." '11 
The writer used a somewhat similar division, as follows: 
1. Introduction 
2. General Information 
3. Administrative Regulations 
4. Instruction 
5. Organizations and Activities 
6. Appendix (Songs, cheers, tool list, 
directories, etc.) 
A study of handbooks of other schools for the purpose of 
classification of content may necessitate other divisions 
because of inclusion of advertising, cartoons, and miscel-
laneous materials that do not relate directly to the school. 
Relevant to organization are the presentation of material 
and make-up of the handbook, which should adhere to certain 
general rules. Kaluger suggests that handbooks should: 
11 1. • •• be written in a clear and simple 
manner with the paragraphs short, the headings clear 
and in large type, and with plenty of white space. 
2. • •• it must be made attractive; small 
7./ George Kaluger, "Developing an Informative Student 
Handbook," Clearing House, (September, 1949), 24:10-22. 
·- =="'=~o··-f -
" ii cartoons, figures, clever titles, and short sayings 
or quotations can be interspersed throughout the 
factual mate.rial. 
3. The material should not be presented in 
literary language, but in terms which are intelligible 
to the age level. 
4. Avoid moralizing and sermons. 
5. Arrange materials systematically." §/ 
An attractive and well organized handbook may serve not only 
the students, but may be a major aid to the administrative 
officers of a school. Ryan emphasizes this when he says: 
11 As a practical means of solving day to day 
problems in administration, many school systems have 
printed statements of school board policies; they 
use also teachers' handbooks, ~~todians' manuals, 
and even students' handbooks." Y 
Another purpose of the handbook may be in creating and 
maintaining good public relations. Parents 1 natural concern 
with their childrens' school situation may be relieved to a 
great extent. Bracken points this out in the following 
statement: 
"A continuous stream of pertinent, attractively 
presented information going out to students and 
their parents can do Vlonders towara eliminating 
feelings of confusion, insecurity, and frustration, 
and, it pays valuabt~ 1dividends in improved school public relations." .!Q.r 
Y Edward J. Ryan, 11 Have It In Writing," ~he American 
School Board Journal, (June, 1955), 130:30. 
1Q/ John L. Bracken, "Let The Handbook Answer Those 
Questions," The School Executive, (October, 1953), 73:54-55 •. 
" 
The statements by Ryan 11/ and Bracken !§/ have meaning only 
when the content and organization of the handbook create a 
pertinent and comprehensible source of information. George,, 
in commenting on handbool{ organization makes this statement: • 
11 The most important factor influencing organ-
ization is coherency. Related material should be 
grouped in the same main divisions of the book. 
Content should be removed from its n~~~al group 
only for the purposes of emphasis." };d2; 
In summary, we may say that organization of handbook content 
should follow the pattern of grouping related material under 
main divisions. Relative to organization, the content 
should be phrased in language understood by the students, 
attractively presented, and free of the appearance of 
moralizing. 
~ of ~ handbook. The writer found that approxi-
mately seventy-three per cent of one hundred and twenty-five;: 
handbooks could be considered pocket size; setting a limit 
of 511 x 711 as the maximum size. George 1!/ suggests that 
3 1/211 x 611 1 or 411 x 611 1 is a convenient size. He also 
suggests that convenience is the criterion of handbook size•. 
If:' 
1.1/ Loc. cit. 
~ Loc. cit. 
~George, loc. cit., P• 99 
!1/ Ibid., P• 102. 
: ~ 
The pages are determined by the content so no specific or 
approximate number of pages can be recommended. 
Financing ~ publication of the handbook. Earlier 
studies indicated that the sale of the handbook to students 
provided funds for publication in a majority of schools. 
George !£/ found that out of a total of sixty-six schools 
studied, twenty-nine sold the handbook to obtain funds, 
twenty-one provided for publication in the budget, eleven 
obtained funds through sale of advertising, eleven obtained 
funds through pupil contributions, ten obtained funds 
through dances, nine obtained funds from plays, and seven 
schools obtained funds for publication from sponsor 
contributions. The author found that only fourteen out of 
one hundred and eighteen schools sold the handbooks and that 
fifty-nine schools provided funds in the school's budget for, 
publication of the handbook and issued it without charge to 
each beginning student. The trend seems to be in the 
direction of free handbooks, much as textbooks are made 
available to all students. 
Summary. Research emphasis has been on content and 
organization. Local situations determine the content. 
Organization should be coherent. Convenience should 
W Ibid., P• 82. 
' :: 
determine the size; 4 11 x 611 being the most popular. 
Handbooks are being financed primarily through budgetary 
provisions and are usually issued without charge to 
beginning pupils. 
CHAPTER I I I 
The primary sources of data for this st·,1dy were ob-
tained from a study of one hundred and twenty-five handbooks: 
from schools of varying size frolJ forty-five states. No 
effort v1as made to sAlect schools an a pst•ticular basis. 
Patterson's American Education 16/ was used as a source of 
schools and addrHsses. Questionnaires concerning financing 
of publication and distributior: of tree handbook were sent 
with requests fm· handbooks to tv1 o-bumlred high school 
principals. Letters request,ing information were sent to 
twenty-seven secondary school counselors. C;uestionnaires 
and suggestion sheets were given to t·11enty-three members of 
the faculty and staff of. the Q.uincy Trade School. Question-
naires and suggestion sheets were issued to the student body 
of the Quincy Trade School. The writer believed that 
information from these sources would provide a basis for a 
reasonably complete handbool\. 
Frequency :Jf it ems in handbooks. TABLE I illustrates 
12/ May, Leona H., Editor, Patterson's American 
Education, 1957-58 1 Educational Directories, Inc., 
J. c. Coffey, Publisher, 1957,814 PP• 
;! 
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TABLE I 
ITEMS AND THEIR FREQUENCY OF OCCURilliNCE IN 
ONE HUNDRED AND TViENTY-FIVE HANDBOOKS :i 
'i 
ii 
======================!,! 
Frequency of ·t 
Occurrence d Item 
Club and class activities, honor societies 
and B..O.T.c. 
Absence or attendance (admit slips) 
School colors, traditions, customs, cheers 
and songs 
Library 
Cafeteria 
Index or table of contents 
Student council and members 
Report cards and grading system 
Tardiness 
Lockers 
Scholarships 
Bell schedules or daily class schedules 
Publications (school) 
Location of rooms and facilities 
Bookstore, books and supplies 
Fire drills 
curriculum, program of studies and courses 
Guidance 
Leaving school during sessions 
Lost and found 
Foreword 
Administration and staff 
Auditorium and assemblies 
Conduct or deportment 
Eligibility rules - sports or other 
activities 
Illness, accident and health policy 
Graduation requirements 
\'ielcome 
Telephone and telephone calls 
Cars and parking, transportation and 
bicycles 
Pledges, code of ethics, motto, seal, etc. 
Sports or athletics and schedules 
Smoking and liquor 
Student load 
115 
114 
105 
100 
97 
97 
97 
94 
94 
91 
90 
89 
87 
84 
82 
82 
80 
80 
80 
77 
75 
74 
74 
72 
72 
67 
66 
66 
65 
63 
63 
63 
59 
59 
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TABLE I (continued) 
ITEMS AND THEIR FREQU3JiCY OF OCCURRENCE IN 
ONE HUNDRED AND TVIENTY-FIVE HANDBOOK,3 
'i 
'i 
i! 
~ i 
==============:1 Frequency of il 
Item Occurrence ;1 
·I 
==-===-=-==-=========================-='1 I: 
History of school 
Music activities 
Deposits, fees, and charges 
College entrance requirements and preparation 
Identification (student) 
Constitution 
Dances, picnics, parties, invitations, and 
trips 
Homerooms 
Honor roll, Dean's list and honor 
certificates 
Passes and/or corridor permits 
School calender - year 
Program card 
Social calender and events 
Points, credits, and class standing 
Property damage and care of school property 
Study habits or skills and homework 
Traffic in corridors 
Bus tickets and transportation 
Civil defense and air raid drills 
Picture of school 
Honor points 
Daily bulletins and weekly bulletins 
Make-up work 
Building hours and rules 
Withdrawal from school 
Handbook staff 
Study hall 
Activity tickets 
Visitors 
Detention - discipline 
Dropping subjects or change of program 
Placement 
Cartoons, drawings, and pictures 
Monitors, class officers, service committees 1 
and student aides 
Summar school 
Work permits and papers 
55 
50 
49 
48 
47 
45 
44 
44 
43 
42 
40 
39 
38 
36 
35 
35 
35 
34 
33 
33 
32 
31 
31 
30 
30 
29 
29 
28 
28 
26 
26 
26 
25 
24 
24 
24 
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TABLE I (continued) 
ITEMS AND TruiR FRi<lCcUENCY OF OCCURRENCE IN 
ONE HUNlJRED AND TVIEUTY-FIVE HANDBOOKS !I ,, I 
Item 
Eulletin boards and display cases 
Intramural sports 
Objectives of school or philosophy 
School purchases 
Clothing or dress and grooming 
Examinations (not college entrance) 
Tuition - non resident students 
Gym and physical education 
Sororities, fraternities, and secret 
societies 
Broadcasts or public address 
Deficiency slips 
In SUl' an ce 
p. T • Ao 
Admission requirements 
Records - cumulative and permanent 
Change of address 
Contributions, gifts, soliciting, and 
collect ions 
Lavatory reg~lations, rest rooms, and 
lounges 
Quotations 
Salute to flag or flag ceremonies 
Senior information 
Transfers to and from school 
Boundaries and grounds limits 
Monies, clubs, etc., and club funds 
Advisors o:r sponsors 
Registrations first day and late 
3chool ratins (accreditation) 
Transcripts of records 
Class rings and pins 
Cooperative training 
Special help schedule 
Appointments during school hours and call 
slips 
Posters and decorations 
Dedication and acknowledgement.s 
Marriage rules 
Frequency of r! 
Occurrence i! 
23 
23 
23 
23 
22 
22 
21 
20 
20 
19 
17 
17 
17 
16 
16 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
15 
14 
14 
13 
13 
13 
12 
11 
11 
11 
10 
10 
9 
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TABLE I (continued) 
ITEMS AND THEIR FitE(.;UBNCY OF OCCURREiWE IN 
OJ:IE HUNDrtED AND T'ii.imrY -F NE HANDBOOKS 
=r.::==========================-l,i 
Frequency of ii 
Occurrence '' Item 
State laws, attendance, loitering, etc. 
Audio-visual education 
Incompletes, conditions, and probation 
11 No School" signals 
Pupil directory 
Suspension and expulsion 
Advertising 
Driver education (under curriculum) 
Entrance requirements and registration 
Religious education 
Student loan funds 
Tutoring 
Initiations 
Memorials, Plaques, etc. 
Valuables 
Funds - activity 
Evening school 
Exchange students 
Limitations of activity (demerits) 
J,Ianuscript form 
Rehearsals and practices 
Savings bonds, stamps, etc. 
Tool list - suggested tools 
Call blanks (appointment slips) 
Demerits and merit systems 
Zoning policy 
Alumni associations 
Art gallery 
Classroom procedure 
Discipline cards (character records) 
Parent permission slips 
Parliamentary procedures 
Prayer room 
Preface 
Rapid learners 1 classes 
Recommendations of students 
Reports to parents 
Reguest for dismissal Scl:'iool committee lav;s 
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TA.BLE I (continued) 
ITEM5 A.ND THEIR FREQ.ULmCY OF OCCURRENCE IN 
OWE HUNDRED A:N"'D T\'JENTY-FIVE HANDBOOK;> li 
il 
================·: Frequency of 1' 
Item Occurrence !i 
======================i ,, 
School' jurisdiction 
School marks 
Transfer of credits 
Vending machines 
Weekly time cards 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
" l! 
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I! ,. 
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I, 
' !i li ,, 
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ii 
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eo 
the items and their frequency of occurrence in one hundred 1: 
and twenty-five secondary school students• handbooks. As 
the list is read it seems that some of the items could be 
included with others. The author listed them separately 
simply because special information was included in some 
items and, therefore, rated as separate items in the 
opinion of the author. The problem of overlapping 
information in the topics in a handbook has to be taken 
into consideration when itemizing is undertaken. When a 
doubt arose as to whether or not to include an item with 
!' 
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others, the author listed it separately. 
ll 
,I 
TABIJ!; I (p. 1.::') 11 
I 
clearly illustrates the order of importance of the items, I I, 
i: 
as well as serving as a checklist in developing a handbook.i: 
I' 
1', 
Additional subjects may be added to this list because of 
local situations, and, some of the items will not be !! 
deemed important or relevant to the local situation. If 
we consider the foregoing list as a guide and a starting 
point in the construction of a handbook, it can be of 
valuable service. 
~ £f. handbooks. Handbooks exrunined by the au thor 
ranged in size from four inches in height by two and 
one-quarter inches in width to eleven inches in height 
by eight and one-half inches in width. Convenience 
being a logical criteria of size, it would seem that a 
pocket-sized handbook would best meet the needs of students. 
A previous study be George K!./ suggests that 3 l/2 11 x 611 , or 
411 x 611 are convenient sizes. The writer found that the 
most popular size was 411 x 611 (TABLE II). Ninety-one 
handbooks or approximately seventy-three per cent of one 
l:mndred and twenty-five handbooks examined were under 511 x 7 11 
in size. This would seem to be the limits of a pocket-sized 
handbook. The author realizes that others may decide a 
smaller size than 5 11 x 7 11 would be better, but then, this is 
to some extent a matter of choice. For purposes of this 
study, 5 11 x 7 11 were set as the maxill!UJU pocket-size handbook. 
TABLE II indicates that 4 11 x 611 or dimensions in the 
vicinity of 411 x 611 are the sizes commonly accepted as most 
convenient. 
Financing of handbooks. Research by the writer into 
this phase of student handbooks indicates that school 
systems are placing considerable value on the handbooks. 
TABLE III emphasizes this point well. Approximately fifty 
per cent of the schools replying to the questionnaire 
(APPENDIX B. ) reported that funds for publication were a 
buclget provision. This is significant when compared with 
earlier stuclies where funds for publication were obtainecl. 
K!) George, lac. cit., P• 102. 
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TABLE II 
l'IT.Jl.;BERS .1\.i~D SIZi::S OF ONE hlJNDRED Aiill T,,.c;NTY-FIVE 
HIGH SCHOOL HA!IDBOOKS 
No. of Height Viidth 
Handbooks (Inches) (Incha s) Cooments 
1 4 2 1 4 
1 4 1/2 3 
2 5 3 1/2 
1 5 1/4 3 1/4 
1 5 1/4 3 1/2 
1 5 1/4 4 
9 5 1/2 3 1/2 ! 
3 5 1/2 3 3/4 ,, 
2 5 1/2 4 
2 5 1/2 4 1/4 
5 5 3/4 3 1/2 
5 3/4 
·; 
5 4 91 handbooks, or ' 
7 6 3 1/2 approximately 73 
5 6 3 3/4 per cent, are 
19 6 4 pocket size. 
3 6 4 1/4 
4 6 4 1/2 
1 6 1/4 4 
1 6 1/4 4 1/2 
1 6 1/2 3 1/2 
1 6 1/2 4 
1 6 1/2 4 1/4 
2 6 3/4 4 
2 6 3/4 4 1/2 
1 6 3/4 5 
1 6 3/4 5 1/2 I 
1 7 3 1/2 
2 7 4 All boo1cs above 
1 7 4 1/4 this line may be 
2 7 4 1/2 considered pocket 
2 7 5 size. 
8 5 l/4 
1 8 5 1/2 
1 8 1/4 5 1/2 
9 8 1/2 5 1/2 
1 8 1/2 7 34 handbooks, or 
9 9 6 approximately 27 
1 9 1/4 6 per cent, are 
1 10 1/2 8 larger than pocket 
'i 1 10 1/2 8 1/2 size. ii 6 11 8 1/2 
,, 
:I 
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TABLE III 
METHOD OF Fii1AHCDiG PUBLICa'riON OF 
O:tm: HUNDRED AND EIGHTEEN SCHOOL I-LI\NDBOOKS ;< 
Total of Approximate 
Method Schools Percentage •. 
School budget provision 59 50 
Student council activities 23 19 
Sale of handbook 14 12 
Club activities 11 9 
Activities fee 10 8 
Graduation class funds 1 1 
* NOTE: Only 118 of the 125 schools sending handbooks 
supplied information on financing publication of the 
handbook. 
1/2 
" 
1/2 
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through the se.le of the handbook, and it is sl gnificant 
because administrat.ive officers must consider the handbook 
a valuable feature of the school situation. Other means 
were found to finance the remaining fifty per cent of the 
school handbooks. Activities conducted and sponsored by 
the student council provided funds in almost tv1enty per cent 
of the cases. Sale of the handbook provided funds in t.~1alve 
per cent of the cases. Club activities provided funds i'1 
nine per cent of the cases, the activities fee required by 
some schools accou.nted for funds in about eight and one-half 
per cent of the cases, while approximately one per cent used 
funds provided by the graduating class. If the handbook 
really fulfills a need, it is this writer's opinl.on that 
funds for publication of a students 1 handbook should be 
provided in the school budget, and not left to relatively 
unreliable sources. 
Distrim1tion of handbooks. Of one h~ndred and eighteen 
replies to the item referring to distribution of the 
handbooks, the author found that one m<ndred and seven 
schools either issued the handbook withon':. charge or 
included it in a general fee charged all students. Only 
eleven schools did not issue the har>dboo\{s to beginning 
students. These schools either loaned the book at specified 
th1e s or sold it to those who wanted it. From the foregoing. 
we may conclude that most schools wake an effort to 
distribute the handbook to every beginning student, 
Items suggested for inclusion ~ handbook by Quincy 
Trade faculty. A letter was distributed to every member of 
the faculty of Quincy Trade School requesting a list of 
items they considered important enough to be included in a 
students' handbook. The faculty had previously seen the 
check list which had been distributed to every student. 
None of the instru.ctora 1 suggestions contained any items 
25c 
not included in the students 1 check list, Three inatructors 
emphasized the need of discussing points for subjects. Two 
instructors felt a program card wou.ld help. Five believed 
an explanation of each of the 1trades 1 would be helpful. 
One believed graduation requirewents should be emphasized. 
Each teacher had been approached, prior to receiving 
the request for suggestions, by the author for the purpose 
of acquainting him with the purpose of the handbook and 
the kinds of information desired. No special information 
v1as sought. The author 1 s aim was to o~tain unbiased 
opinions and refrain .from influencing the t.hinking of the 
instructors. The results were as expected because of the 
relative completeness of the students 1 check list which had 
been derived from a study of the items referred to in one-
hundred and tc1enty-five hPndbooks .from ot.[1gp "'~conclary 
schools, The value of the t8ac,1ers 1 sug;;estion'l •.·1as in the 
emphasis on specific items menti.onecl L1 the st,udents 1 check 
list. 
Items suggested !z.:i secondary school guidance personnel. 
Letters were sent to twenty-seven counselors; fifteen in 
the two high schools, and twelve in f~lr junior high 
schools. The writer felt the.t the counsGlors involved in 
program selection wou.ld lmow the questions asked and 
information sought by students contemplatine; the election 
of a trade program. TABLE IV lists -~he items and their 
frequency of mention. The counselors believed these topics 
ansv1ered most of the questions asked by prospective trade 
school applicants. ;nth the exception of a feVI items, the 
topics are generally similar to t~1ose revealed by an 
analysis of the handbooks of other s chao ls. TABLE IV 1 the 
counselors 1 opinions of what should be included in the 
C;uincy Trade -School atudents 1 handbooli, reflects their 
experience in counseling prospective trade students 
electing a trade program at the end of their ninth year, or 
during the tenth, eleventh, or twelfth year of their high 
school program. Because of their experience, their 
suggestions may be included in the au thor 1 s he.ndbook. As 
a handbook may serve as a guide to parents as well as to 
students, topics such as; (1) jobs reJlated to th0 trad0s 
taught, (2) follow-up stndy of graduates, (3) trends L1 
trade education, (4) outstandine achievements of graduates, 
(5) experience and training of the instructors, (6) possi-
·------·..,-_-::-_·_-_ __ ':""""-· .. - ·::-:::::·--~.:-...::- .. ==~--
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TABLE IV 
ITEMS AND INFORMATION OOGGESTED FCR INCLU diON IN THE QUINCY' 
TRADE SCHOOL HANDBOOK BY GUIDANCE COUNSELOH3 IN TWO 
HIGH SCHOOLS ~~ FOUR JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS 
--=================:: 
'-
Suggested Items 
Basis for selection of applicants 
Courses (list and description) 
Entrance requirements 
Placement 
Distribution of time in class and shop 
Grading system and report cards 
Mode of dress 
Athletics 
Diploma 
Electives 
Graduation and promotion regulations 
Guidance 
Length of school day 
Participation in High School activities 
(extra curricular) 
Rules and regulations 
Testing 
Transferring,high school to trade school 
Affiliation with the high school 
Certificate 
Conduct 
Experience and training of the instructors 
Homework 
Jobs related to the trades taught 
Pictures 
Possibility of going on to college -
advanced education 
Working on personal projects 
Follow-up study of graduates 
Advisory committee 
Applicants for trades not taught at Quincy 
Trade School 
Application forms 
Aptitudes and interest as a basic criteria 
for success in trade training Awards, honors 
Cafeteria 
Frequency of~, 
Mention ,: 
7 
7 
7 
6 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
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1 
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TABLE IV (continued) 
ITBr,lS AND IHFORi,iATIQl'; 3JGGE3TED FOR INCLU3IOJJ IJ; THE C'.UIHCJt 
TRADE SCHOOL HANDBOOK BY GUIDANCE CCUN,O.ELOR3 IN T\;O 
HIGH 3CHOOL3 AND FOOR JUNIOR HIGH 3CHOOL::l 
Frequency o; 
' ;r 
~3uggestet:l Items 
City, state 1 and federal sponsorship of 
trade trainicjt:; 
Cooperative training 
Corridors 
Definitions of a "trade" 
Distribctti ve edaeat ion 
History of school 
Loitering 
Non-resident students 
Outstanding achievements of graduates 
Quincy High School colors, mottos, 
cheers, songs, etc. 
Sample program 
Shop equipment 
Smoking 
Trends in trade education 
Trade licenses 
Visitors 
Vocational training and industrial arts 
!.lent ion 
1 
l 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
' bili ty of going 
applicants, (8) 
on to college, (7) basis for selection of I 
working on personal projects, and (9) city,l 
state, and federal sponsorship of trade education, will be 
included for their value in acquainting parents with little! 
known facts, and for other public relations values. 
Items checked £l Quincy Trade students. TABLE V 
represents the responses of the student body to a check 
1i st of handbook i terns. The checklist was devised from an 
item analysis of one hundred and twenty-five high and trade 
school handbooks. Some of the items, such as intra-mural 
sports, demerits, initiations, rapid learners classes, 
constitution, cooperative training, and others, are not a 
matter of concern at the present time because they do not 
exist in the Trade School. Because of this, to include 
all the items in a handbook would be meaningless in the 
author's opinion. Checking of these items by students may 
indicate an interest in seeing the activities related to 
these items initiated in the Trade School program. If this 
is so, valuable information regarding students' interests 
is revealed and may serve to give direction to the 
administrative officers of the school when considering the 
introduction of new curricular and extra-curricular 
activities. The check list distributed to students may be 
used, in conjunction with other sources of information, as 
a guide in the preparation of a handbook. It does not 
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necessarily contain every item that would, or should, be ,i 
H 
included. Local conditions will determine, to a great ;I ll 
The check list was given 'I 
II 
extent, what should be included. 
to one hundred and eighty-five students present on the day il 
of distribution. The check list contained a request that I II 
'I any other items the student believed should be included in 1
1 a handbook, be written on the back of the last page. The !1 
completeness of the check list led to the situation 
one suggestion being mentioned that was not already 
in the list. This was anticipated by the author. 
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TABL3 V 
FREQU.li:NCY OF ITEJ\IS Cl:lliCICCD BY -3TUDEUT:3 
OF QUINCY TRADE SCHOOL 
Items 
Frequency of 
Menti.on 
~oking and liquor 149 
Class rings and pins 144 
Cars and pArking, transportation and bicycles 140 
Driver education (under curriculum) 133 
Leaving school during sessions 132 
Dances, picnics, parties, invitations, and trips 131 
Cafeteria 130 
Graduation requirements 121 
Marriage rules 120 
11 No School" signals 120 
Auditorium and assemblies 118 
Gym and physical education 118 
Library 118 
Make-up work 118 
Report cards and grading system 118 
Scholarships 118 
Fire drills 117 
Points, credits, and class standing 117 
Tool list - suggested tools 117 
Tardiness 116 
Civil defense and air raid drills 114 
~c~rs 1~ 
Absence or attendance (admit slips) 110 
Eligibility rules - sports or other activities 110 
School calendar - year 104 
School colors, traditions, customs, cheers, and 
songs 102 
B~lndaries and grounds limits 101 
Illness, accident, and health policy 101 
Lost and found 101 
Daily bulletins and weekly bulletins 100 
Telephone and telephone calls 100 
Bell schedules or daily class schedules 97 
Sports or athletics and schedules 97 
Viork permits and papers 96 
Bus tickets and transportation 95 
----------~---- ·-- · - ~--- - - -- _____ ._ ____ _ 
TABLE V (continued) 
FRBG;Ui':NCY OF ITEM:> CHECKED BY 3TUD:S1JT,:. 
OF QUDJCY TRADB 3CHOOL 
Frequency of 
Items Mention 
Detention - discipline 95 
Index ox• table of contents 95 
History of school 94 
Location of rooms and fecil i ties 94 
Insurance 93 
Social calendar and events 93 
Honor roll 92 
Passes ana/or corridor permits 90 
Clothing or dress and grooming 89 
Picture of school 89 
Request for dismissal 89 
State laws, attendance, loitering, etc. 89 
Cartoons, drawings, and pictures 87 
Senior inforn:a t ion 87 
Advertising 85 
Dropping subjects or change of program 85 
Property damage and care of school property 85 
Club and class activities, honor societies end 
R.O.T.C. 84 
Withdrawal from school 84 
Program card 83 
Conduct and deportment 82 
Lavatory regulations 82 
Curriculum, program of studies, and courses 81 
Weekly time cards 81 
Admission requirements 79 
Appointments during school hours and call slips 79 
School ratings (accreditation) 79 
School marks 78 
Student council and members 77 
Visitors 77 
Identification (student) 76 
Building hours and rules 75 
Deficiency slips 75 
Intramural sports 73 
Summer school 73 
Homerooms 70 
Salute to flag or flag ceremonies 70 
College entrance requirements and preparation 69 
TABLE V (continued) 
FREQUEHCY OF IT.EMS CHECKED BY STUDENTS 
OF QUINCY TRJlJ)E SCHOOL 
Frequency 
Evening school 
Valuables 
Items 
Special help schedule 
Deposits, fees, and charges 
l'lelcome 
Activity tickets 
Bookstore, books, and supplies 
Bulletin boards HDd display cases 
Discipline cards (character records) 
Monies 1 clubs • etc. and club funds Study habits or skills and homework 
Classroom urocedure 
Demerits and merit systems 
Initiations 
Pledges, code of ethics, motto, seal, etc. 
School committee laws 
Broadcasts or public address 
Entrance requirements and registration 
Guidance 
School purchases 
Incompletes, conditions, and probation 
Registrations first day and late 
3chool jurisdiction 
Monitors, class officers, service committee, 
student aides 
Administration and staff 
Pupil directory 
Student load 
Transfers to and from school 
Exchange student.9 
Reports to parents 
Suspension and expulsion 
Tuition - non resident students 
Handbook staff 
Rapid learners clas3es 
Placement 
Traffic in corridors 
Transfer of credits 
Foreword 
~==,======·-~-~-- =========··---------
Mention 
68 
66 
65 
64 
64 
62 
62 
62 
62 
62 
61 
60 
60 
60 
60 
60 
59 
59 
59 
59 
58 
58 
58 
and 
57 
56 
-56 
56 
56 
55 
55 
55 
55 
54 
54 
53 
53 
53 
52 
of 
TA3L3 V (continued) 
FREQUEl'WY OF ITEMS GHEGllliD BY STUDEUTS 
OF Q.UINGY TR.i\DE SCHOOL 
Items 
Frequency of 
Mention 
I'::l..l:'ent permission slips 52 
Fublications (school) 52 
l.Temorials, plaques, etc. 51 
Records - cwnulative and permanent 50 
Transcripts of records 50 
Change of address 48 
P.T.A. 47 
Advisers and suonsors 45 
Examinations (~ot college entranc~ 45 
Objectives of school or philosophy 43 
Preface 43 
Recommendations of students 43 
Constitution 42 
Music activities 42 
Posters and decorations 42 
Alumni associations 41 
Contributions, gifts, soliciting, and collections 41 
Zoning policy 41 
Dedication and acknowledgements 40 
Limitations of activities (demerits) 40 
Tutoring 38 
Cooperative training 37 
Funds - activity 34 
Rehearsals and practices 34 
Parliarr.entary procedures 32 
Gall blanks (appointment slips) 31 
Quotations 29 
Nanuscript fo!•m 28 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCWSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
~ary. A students' handbook may serve a three-fold 
II 
II p 
II 
:j 
II I 1
11 
II 
purpose; first, as an aid to the student, second, as an aid ji 
to administration, and third, as a vehicle of information to II 
!I 
parents and public in the interest of public relations • 11 
Research has indicated that handbooks lack organization, and1i 
,, 
il 
that coherency and convenience determine the organization 11 
!I 
and size of the handbook. One significant trend in students~ 
handbooks is that of issuing them without charge to beginnin~ 
high school students and that this is possible through budge~ 
provisions by school committees and boards of education. I! 
ii 
Conclusions. This study indicates that students' 
handbooks are becoming an integral part of the school 
situation. Boards of education are increasingly aware of 
I' 
II 
I\ 
il 
'I I~ the value of the handbook as indicated by their willingness II 
to include its publication costs in their school budgets. ·I 
Increasing research into handbook construction indicates a 
lively interest in this phase of school life. Students' 
handbooks are of much value in the orientation of new 
students in a new school situation. A handbook may assist 
I 
I 
II 
I' I I; 
ii 
., 
'I 
the guidance program by supplying answers to curriculum ii 
choice, sports, clubs, and numerous other aspects of school I' 
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il 
life. Other conclusions arrived at from this study indicate~ 
the need for a periodic appraisal of handbook content. In ~~~ 
many instances, a staff of instructors and students evaluate! 
each item and reconstruct the handbook each year. If names,[ 
scores of games, and other items which are apt to change ij 
from year to year are not printed, a handbook may serve for [I 
3pace s may be 'I 
provided for the inclusion of such information and they may I 
be filled in by the student. The value of this is that I 
II 
a number of years with only minor revision. 
instructors and students are likely to become more familiar 
li with 'who is who' and 1who does what' in the school. 
'I 
'I I, 
Recommendations. The author recommends the following: il 
II 1. That handbooks should be the result of group think-ij 
ing and not be the sole production of one person 1 s i·l 
ideas. I 
2. That handbooks be commercially printed if possible "Ill 
A handbook printed on an office type duplicating 
1 
machine does not have the appeal of a printed book.l! 
ii 
4. 
That a teachers' handbook be made to answer the 
questions of teachers, establish uniformity of 
policy in teacher-student relations, and establish 
I 
consistency in teacher-aoministration situations • ,I 
That an annual appraisal of the handbook be made tol 
(1) approve the existing book, or (2) to revise it, 
if necessary. A committee of two teachers and 1 
representatives from the student body shoulo go I' 
over the handbook checking each item against 
-
---------cr--i-te-r-ia such as those suggested in George's l§/ ~~ 
I 
l§( George, loc. cit., P• 99 il :I 
II 
'I I, 
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tl 
II 
5. 
6. 
7. 
study. Close laiason with the director of the If 
school, the directors of other departments in the 11 
school system, club sponsors, coaches, and other i.
1 
people r.e.sponsible for school activities, should 
be maintained by the committee in order to be fully 
informed of any changes that should be made in the i 
handbook content. The school clirector or principali'l' 
approve all of the handbook content before bids fori 
printing are let out. ii 
!I 
That consideration be given to the idea of loaning 
the handbooks to students just as textbooks are 
loaned. This should reduce costs and lead to more 
effective use of the handbook. 
The costs of publication be borne by the school 
as a budget item. 
That a follow-up study of the effectiveness and 
value of student handbooks be made. 
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FOREWORD 
This handbook is published to assist students in their 
daily school life and to acquaint parents with the 
opportunities and obligations pertaining to the Quincy 
Trade School. 
2 
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WELCOME 
To the new students of ~uincy Trade School, we extend 
a cordial welcome. We are proud of our school and its 
history and hope that you, too, will be imbued with this 
spirit. Ahead of you are three years, and some of you four 
years of education which, well utilized, can be the basis 
of a happy and prosperous future. Benjamin Franklin, 
scholar, inventor·, scientist, businessman, diplomat, and 
philosopher, shrewdly observed, "He that hath a trade hath 
an estate." It is as true today as 1t was in his time. 
3 
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OBJECTIVES OF QUINCY TRADE 
Quincy Trade Schoo1 1 s aims are very simply stated. 
They are: 
1. Teach young men a trade. 
2. Train for citizenship. 
3. Value learning. 
4. Develop high standards of workmanship. 
5. Instill a desire to progress in a vocation. 
These objectives can be attained only through the 
cooperation of you, the student. You are the representative 
of Quincy Trade School. The worthiness of these objectives 
is judged almost solely by what you do. Take pride in your 
work and school. Remember that life is a reciprocal affair, 
you get out of it exactly what you put into it. Try to make 
yours a good life. 
4 
HISTCitY OF QUINCY TRADE SCHOOL 
The first trade classes in Quincy were formed in 1911 
to train men in drafting and design for the granite 
industry. Since that time, Quincy Trade School has kept 
pace with the rapid and diversified industrial growth of 
our community. In 1912, an all-day school teaching Cabinet-
making, Patternmaking, Plumbing, Sheet-metal, and Machine 
trades was begun. Subsequently, Electrical, Auto-body, 
Auto-mechanics, and Radio-Television courses were added. 
In 1959, an Electro-Electronics Technician training course 
was instituted. This same year saw the beginnings of formal 
mathematics and science courses. 
The original school was located on Phipps Street. In 
1924, the trade school moved to its new building on Woodward 
Avenue. In 1951, a new wing was added to provide needed 
space and enlargement of existing shops in the older 
building. 
,:17. 
Vlorld War II created a great demand for skilled workers • 
Quincy Trade conducted intensive short term training courses 
in many trades while conducting the regular day school 
program. 
Evening trade extension and apprentice training courses 
have been conducted as the need arose since 1912. 
5 
Since October, 1945, when the Trade School became 
affiliated with Quincy High School, Trade School students 
have participated in almost all of the organizations and 
extra curricular activities of the Quincy High School. ii.t 
this time, also, Trade students who had passed the ninth 
grade, as well as the three year Trade program, were 
awarded high school diplomas and joined in the combined 
graduation ceremonies of the high schools. 
Trade training has long been a vital part of the 
educational program of the city of Quincy and the Quincy 
Trade School will continue to grow and serve the interests 
and needs of our conmru.nity. 
6 
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TRP~E SCHOOL FACULTY 
Maurice J. Daly 
Laurence H. Babin 
D. Edwin Cain 
Francis Caruso 
IJiichael Golub 
Alton F. Gould 
Edward T. Hannon 
Frank E. Leporini 
John E. ~~ndsgaard 
Charles J. illagnarelli 
Leo T. McHugh 
Francis McNamara 
John E. McNamee 
Paul E. Milward 
Joseph s. NiCastro 
Edwin A. 0 1 Neill 
Frank J. O'Rourke 
Anthony v. Perilli 
Anthony J. Rizzotti 
Thomas p. Walsh 
William Yee 
Dorothy L. Cobb 
Director of Trade Department 
Assistant Director 
Auto-mechanics Classroom 
Cabinet-making 3hop and Classroom 
u.s. History, P.D. 
Mathematics and Physics 
Plwnbing Shop 
Pattern-making Shop and Classroom 
Machine Shop 
Auto-body Shop 
Electrical Classroom 
Radio and Television Shop 
Plwnbing Classroom 
Electrical Shop 
Auto-body Classroom 
English 
Sheet-metal Classroom 
Radio and T.V. Classroom and 3hop 
Auto-mechanics Shop 
Machine Classroom 
Sheet-metal S..'J.op 
Office - Senior Clerk 
7 
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SliOP . 1- Room 
·r 
•!-
: ~-~ 
AUl"O M£C.HAMIC. ~ 
SHOP 
GAovNO F"\.C.O~ 
.SHop WIN~ ·r 
1-
__. 
. . 
: 
~-11 I"' M~t.l-IUlE 
~~ CL.A.'-!. MA(..HA"'E .SHOP 
f\OOM 
S~e:E.T 
• • 
I l LL METAL I • .: 
-• S\-\OP -~ 
PLUMeiM" 
E. \-lOP 
F"•f\ST F'\.OOR 
SHOP UJIN~ 
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8:05 
8:45 
8:48 
9:28 
9:31 
10:11 
10:14 
10:54 
10:57 
11:00 
11:25 
11:28 
12:08 
12:11 
12:51 
12:54 
1:34 
1:37 
2:17 
2:20 
2:30 
SCilliDULI.I OF BELLS 
Start of 1st. period) 
End of lst. period ) 
Start of 2nd. period 
End of 2nd. period 
Start of 3l•d. period 
End of 3rd. period 
Start of 4th. period 
End of 4th. period 
Homeroom before lunch period 
Start of lunch period 
End of lunch period 
Start of 5th. period 
End of 5th. period 
Start of 6th. period 
End of 6th. period 
Start of 7th. period 
End of 7th. period 
Start of 8th. period 
End of 8th. period 
Start of 9th. period) 
End of 9th. period ) 
11 
Homeroom 
Homeroom 
,! 
DAILY CLASSROOM SCHEDULE 
8:05 8:48 9:31 10:14 t'-0 PEROID L!lO 
8:45 9:28 10:11 10:54 .... Orl 
rlrl 
~e1. 
Soph.-Eng. P"rs.-Eng. 3rs.-Eng. 
AUTO-BODY 3ci. Jr s .-Hist. !3rs .-Hist. Soph.-Eist. 
3rs .-Math. 3oph.-1'iath Jrs .-Math. 
~e1. 
3oph ·-Eng. Trs.-Eng. Srs.-Eng. 
AUTO-MECH. Sci. Jrs.-Hist. Srs .-Hist. Soph.-Eist. 
Srs .-Math. f'loph. -Math Jrs .-Math. 
Soph.-Zng. ~rs .-Eng. Srs .-Eng. 
WOODI'iOR~ 1 Drawing Jrs .-Hist. FJr s. -Hist. Soph.-Hist. 
(C.M. & P olilo) Srs .-Math. ~oph.-Math. ~rs.-Math. 
Soph.-Eng. ~rs.-Eng. Srs.-Eng. 
MA.CliiNE Drawing Jrs.-Hist. fsrs.-Hist. Soph. -Hist. 
Srs.-Math. ~oph.-1!ath, Jrs.-Math. 
~e1. Sci. Drawing Re1. Math. 
RADIO & T .V .1 & Re1. Math. & & 
' i Drawing Physics Drawing 
' 
I )Re1. Sci. I I ELJ>;CTRICAL ' & Re1. !ria th ,1 Drawing · Drawing 
i Physics 
Re1. Sci. 
PLUMBING i & Rel. Math Drawing Drawing i 
Physics 
iRe1. Sci. I I 
SBEET -Iv::ET AL l & Re1. Math Drawing /Drawing Physics 
.. 
;: 
DAILY .CLASSROOJ.I SCHEDULE (continued) 
i 
I 
11;00 1.1:28 12:11 12:54 1:37 2:20 
11:25 12:08 12:51 1:34 2:17 2:30 
::0 Re1. Sci. 0 
:<:; Re1. Math. & Re1. Sci. Re1. Sci. Homeroom s Hygiene 
::0 Re1. Sci. 0 
?-< Re1. Math. & Re1. Sci. Re1. Sci. Homeroom s Hygiene 
::0 Re1. Sci. Re1. Sci. 0 
?-< Re1. Math. & & Drawing Homeroom 
s Hygiene Physics 
::0 Rel. Sci. 0 
?-< & Re1. Math. Drawing Drawing iomeroom 
s Physics 
::0 Soph.-Eng. Jrs.-Eng. 3rs .-Eng. Re1. 3ci. 0 
:<:; Jrs.-Hist. Srs.-Hist. Soph.-Hist & Fomeroom 
s Srs .-Math. 3oph. -Math. Jrs .-Math. Drawing 
::0 
0 Soph.-Eng. Jrs .-Eng. .:>rs .-Eng. Hygiene z Homeroom · s Jrs.-Hist. ars.-Hist. Soph.-Hist & Srs .-Math. Soph.-Math. Jrs .-Math. R.e1. Sci. i 
::0 Soph.-Eng. Jrs.-Eng. Srs .-Eng. Re1. Sci. 0 
:<:; Jrs .-Hist. S:r s. -Hist. Soph.Hist. & Homeroom s Srs .-Math. Soph.-Math. Physics 
::0 Sopb.-Eng. Jrs .-Eng. 3rs.-Eng. 
0 Jrs.-FJ.st. Srs .-Hist. Sopb.-Hist. Drawing Homeroom z 
s Srs.-Math. Soph. iilath. Jrs.-Math. . 
12 
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3CHOOL CALENDAR 
THE 3CHOOL CALENDAd. WILL BB PA3.SJ:!:D OOT AT THE 
BEGINNING OF THE 3CHOOL Y.t>AR - PA3TB ON THI3 PAGB. 
,55 
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SENIOR INFOHlriATION 
CAPS A:N""D GOVINS 
Early in your senior year you will be measured 
for caps and gowns. The time and place vlill be 
announced by the office. Money needed 1 if any 1 will 
also be announced. 
YEARBOOK 
Orders for the "Golden Rod 11 will be taken during 
the school year. Deposits and payments, as well as 
the time and place to order, will be announced by the 
office. 
SENIOR~ 
Usually held about three weeks before graduation. 
Price of tickets and time and place of sale will be 
announced by the office. A senio.l:' from Quincy Trade 
School is on the Prom Committee. Check with him for 
other details. 
CLASS PICTURES 
Pictures are taken early in the senior year. 
Seniors will receive appointment slips from t.he office 
for their sittings. 
The senior class group picture is taken early in 
the second semester. You will be notified by the 
,56 
SENIOR INFOR~iATION (continued) 
office of the time and place. It is your 
responsibility to have the proper a.ttire the day 
the picture is taken. 
GRADUATION TICKS~ 
Each graduate receives four tickets to the 
graduation exercises. The t in'e and place for ordering 
tickets will be announced. 
TRANSCRIPTS OF RECORDS 
If you need a transcript of your records for 
work or further schooling, proceed as follows: 
1. Give a written request to the office stating 
the reason. 
2. Include the name of the person or ti t.le of 
the person to whom the transcript. is to be 
sent. 
3. Include the correct name and address of the 
place to which the transcript shall be sent. 
4. Allow a minimum of two weeks for the p.t>inting 
of the transc.t>ipt before contacting the office 
again. 
5. If you present your written request for a 
transcript, you will receive instructions as 
to whether you are to return at a future date 
for the transcript or whether it will be 
mailed to your address or to the place you 
request. 
DO NOT ASK THAT Tm3E PROCEDUrmS BE CHANGED! 
15 
STUDENT INFORMATION 
1. Leaving the builaing during school is a serious 
offense, punishable for removal from classes 
2. Pupils who are sent frou a .room at any time are 
to report at once to the office and remain there 
until interviewed. 
3. Failure to leave or return library and change-of-
room slips will mean the withdrawal of these 
privileges. 
4. Pupils who leave school should notify the office 
at once and take the responsibility for returning 
books and supplies. 
5. Pupils may be detained at the close of school 
whenever requested and outside employment cannot 
be used as an excuse. 
6. Smoking in or ~ build~~ is prohibited at 
all timeS: 
VALUABLES 
You are responsible for your personal property and 
school property loaned to you for your use. Money may be 
held in the school safe in the office. Do not ask teachers 
to hold valuables for you. This is not their responsi-
bility. Gym lockers do not lock and are accessible to many 
people. A word to the wise ought to be sufficient. 
REHEARSALS Ai'ID PRACTICES 
VIhen rehearsals and practices are necessary, as in 
sports, music, graduation, and other school activities, you 
will be dismissed at the discretion of the director. A 
request by the coach, a teacher, or an adviser is necessary 
before dismissal can be considered. 
CLASS rUNGS 
Class l'ings are ordered in your junior year. Juniors 
will be notified when and where to place their ring order. 
Rings in 1958 cost $27.00. 
DEFiiHTION OF A 11 TRAD.t!!11 
A trade is a combination of knowledge and skill which 
enables a person to earn a living. It is defined as a way 
17 
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of life; as the means by which a person provides subsistence. 
In the business world it means comprehensive knowledge and 
marked skill in some phase of industry. A "trade" implies 
training, practice, and some years experience in a 
concentrated area of industrial activity. ~uincy Trade 
3chool provides a foundation on which a young man may grow 
in a trade. 
18 
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QUINCY TRADE SCHOOL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Each course taught at Quincy Trade School has an 
adviser from local industry. These men are owners, foremen, 
and superintendents of and in local industry. They are men 
who are alert to the needs of the community from both a 
business and civic standpoint. 
Students of Quincy Trade School owe much to the un-
tiring efforts of the men who have served and are serving 
on the Advisory Committee of the school. Their interest is 
in service to the community, the school, and the young men 
of Quincy. 
Present members and the courses for which they act in 
an advisory capacity are: 
NAME 
CHAIRMAN 
D. Foster Taylor 
Foundry Owner 
~uincy, Mass. 
SECRETARY 
Maurice J. Daly 
GOJRSE 
Pattern-making 
Quincy Trade School Director 
MEMBERS 
Ghe ster Austin 
Radio & T.v. Shop OWner 
Quincy, Mass. 
Bruno Galderara 
Shop Foreman 
McKenna Woodworking Go. 
Quincy, Mass. 
19 
Radio & T. v. 
Cabinet-making 
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Ferdinand J. Comi Plumbing 
Plumbing and Heating 
Buerkel Co., Boston, Mass. 
Frank Foster 
Electrical Contractor 
MacKenzie & Foster 
Quincy, Mass. 
Douglas Mason 
~pt. of Production 
Capitol Engineering Co. 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Electrical 
Sheet-metal 
Henry F. Paterson Machine 
Foreman Machinist (retired) 
Walter Richardson Auto-mechanics 
Auto Parts Manager (former) 
Par sons & Richardson 
~incy, Mass. 
Albert A. Scavo 
Owner, Auto Body Shop 
~incy, Mass. 
Auto-body 
Darrell Roberts Electro-Electronics Tech. 
Chief of Nuclear Electronics 
Fore River Shipyard 
Quincy, Mass. 
Walter F. Schuchard 
Vice President 
Couch Ordnance Co. 
Quincy, Mass. 
Electro-Electronics Tech •. 
:t_-
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STUDENT ADVISORY COUNCIL 
The Student Advisory Council was organized in 1929 to 
represent the pupils in the handling of school affairs. The 
thirteen members convene at weekly sessions to discuss 
school problems and to lay plans for various projects. The 
seniors have six members, the juniors four, the sophomores 
two, the latte.r two elected in the second semester, and the 
Trade Department, one member. 
The members of the Council are elected by their classes 
each year. If you have any suggestlons to make about 
anything in the school, submit them to your class repre-
sentative or to your homeroom representative. The Council 
will handle your communications in an intelligent, dignified 
manner. Its members are better qualified to help you than 
your well-meaning, but possibly uninformed friends. The 
policy of the Student Council is well expressed by the 
familiar slogan, 11 Don 1 t Tell Others - Tell Us. 11 
STUDENT ADVISCRY COUNCIL 
AD VI ::iliR : 
PRBSID >NT: 
VICE PRESIDENT: 
SECRETARY: 
TREA::URER: 
21 
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CITY, 3TATE, AND FEDERAL 3PON30R3HIP OF TRADE EDUCATION 
Vocational education in the United States grew out of 
the need for trained craftsmen in an economy changing from 
agrarian to industrial at the beginning of the twentieth 
century. The federal government realized the great need 
for skilled men and provided laws and money to states and 
comnunities to develop and maintain vocational training 
schools. Massachusetts and Quincy took early advantage of 
these laws and monies. The same pattern of federal, state, 
and community participation in trade training has carried 
on to the present day. 
VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND INDUSTRIAL ART3 
Vocational training means the intensive pursuit of 
knowledge ana skill in one phase or 11 trade" of industry. 
Courses in trade schools usually are of three years 
duration. 
Industrial arts means a course, usually one or two 
periods a day for one semester, in a high school program 
of studies. It is exploratory and appreciative rather 
than intensive. An industrial arts cm<rse ought not to be 
confused with a trade training course. 
22 
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INSTRUC'rORS 
When vocational schools began, the question of who 
would instruct in these schools arose. It was thought that 
a man of experience in a trade should teach. Because of 
this every trade school teacher, with the exception of the 
Bnglish, History, Mathematics, and Science teachers, has a 
minimum of eight years experience in the trade they teach. 
Most teachers have more than the eight years required by 
State law. In addition, every trade teacher had to take 
and pass a two year vocational teacher training course 
given by the Vocational Division of the State Department of 
Education. Bach year every trade teacher must attend a one 
week vocational conference at the Fitchburg 6tate Teachers 
College or work at his trade one weelc in industry. I•lany of 
our teachers have, or are working for, their Bachelor's or 
Master's degree in education. 
SHOP Al'ID CLASSROOill EQUIPMBNT 
Quincy Trade is well equipped with the types of machinery 
that are used in industry. It is no·t 11 hobby shop" machinery. 
It is the very best that can be purchased. Bvery department 
is set up to perform almost all of the operations necessary 
in learning a trade. Classroom equipment is also complete 
...... 23···· 
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and of excellEmt quality. You have an Or:>portunity to work 
on machinery comparable to that in the best e~ui11peo shops 
in industry. 
Trade licenses are usu8.ll;~r gran-:.ecl by state or loc<J.l 
licensir:8 boards upon completion of ··;ritten or practical 
tests, or 9. combination of both. G;.uL~c-~' '!:'rade School has 
no authority t.o grant trade licenses. East licensing 
boards also require that a mechanic work with a licensed 
mechanic for a period of time before he can apply for a 
license for himself. Consult your instructor about license 
requirements in your trade. 
TRENDS I:l TRADE EDUCATION 
imtomation, electronics, hydraulic ser•vo-mechanisms, 
rocketry, turbines, high combustion engines, nuclear pov1er 
plants, and many other scientific and industrial advances 
have created nev1 occupations unheard of be .fore. I.:achinery 
is becoming more complex. New mato1•ials are in ase. Hew 
applications of old ideas are being made. Hew resources 
are being discovered. Nev1 methods are in use ancJ rPe being 
ceveloped. Craftsmen must keep abreast of developments. 
j,ll of these things influence the bcc3ic '~nov-'l":c!C'" ar:c1 
skills of e.lmost every trade. 3m erg ir:s from this 
.::- .. 
24 
complexity !0\S definable trends ir: tracJH eoueat.ion are: 
1. Increase in length of courses. 
2. Few courses. 
3. Short, intensive unit. courses. 
4. Advanced courses. 
S. In-service training courses. 
6. I~iethoc~s analysis cou.r:~es. 
7. Increasing the scope of existing courses. 
Other trends are eviclent, but these stand out most clearly. 
oPEN HOUSE 
In April or liiay, Trade School conducts 1 Open Bouse 1 • 
The purpose is t.o give parents and other interested persons 
an opportunity to visit and see the school in operation. 
Worlc of the students is on display. Open House is a 
popular activity of the school with both students and 
visitors. 
25 
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El'l""TRANCE REG,U IRE1LCNT3 P..HD R-W ISTRATION 
ENTRANCE: 
-:! 
In order to qualify for entrance to Quincy Trade School, 
a student must meet the following requirements: 
1. Be 14 years of age, or over. 
2. Be promoted to the tenth grade. 
3. Maintained satisfactory conduct and effort 
marks. 
4. Be sincerely interested in learning a trade. 
5. Shown by past performance that he is capable 
of doing the academic as well as the shop 
work. 
6. Maintained regular and punctual attendance. 
7. Received a Q grade, or better, on a 
mechanical aptitude test. 
8. Rated a 3 1 or better, on application, 
initiative, dependability, and cooperation. 
( 1 • high, 6 • low.) 
9. Be attending school. 
Older students in grades beyond the tentb may also 
apply for Trade School. 
High School graduates may apply. 
Students from surrounding towns and cities may apply 
if the trade they want is not taught in a public trade 
school where they reside. Their place of residence pays 
their tuition to Quincy Trade School. 
27 
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Application should be made before the month of April. 
Applications received after April lst. may not be considered 
by the office when selectine; applicants for enrollment in 
September. 
Non-resident students should visit the Quincy Trade 
School with a parent for an interview and instructions. 
REGI,:1TRATION: 
Junior high students. During your ninth year of 
school, you will decide whether you will attend Quincy 
Trade 3chool or c,uincy High School. If your clloi·:)e is 
Trade, your guidance counselor vlill provide an application 
card for you to fill out. On this card, ln add i ti.ons to 
the other items, you must list your fi.rst, second, and 
third choice of trades. When your card is complete, it, 
should be turned back to your counselor, who •tlill send it 
to the Trade :school. Remember, if you wait until the end 
of the school year to make your decision, you probably v1ill 
not be considered when applicants are selected. 
During the third seme star of your ninth year 1 your 
guidance counselor will make arrangements for all Trede 
applicants to meet and take a mechanical aptitude test 
administered by the Trade 3chool guidance counselor. The 
test takes approximately one ancl one-half hours. You are 
not given the results of the test. It is used, with your 
28 
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marks and other school records, in selectins the students 
whom we think will be successful in Trade School work. 
At the end of your ninth year, you will be informed by 
lettBr whether or not you have been selected as a student. 
If you have been selected, the letter will state the 
department or 1 trade 1 you should report to in September. 
Bring .:!illi:!. letter~ you~ firs·t 3 of schoolt 
Students .!2£1 selected for Trade .School should contim.1e 
their high school program. Their names will be placed on a 
waiting list. Vacancies occurring will bG filled from this 
list. 
High school students. If you wish to ente.r Trade 3chool, 
you should make an appointment and discuss the decision with 
your counselor and then make an appointment for an intBrvieW' 
v1ith the director of the Trade School. At this time you 
will be given an application card to fill aut and return to 
the office. You may be required to take e. mechanical 
aptitude test. Remember, your application should be on file 
in the ~uincy Trade School office before the first of April 
for consideration in the selection of students to begin in 
September. Late applicants will be put on a v1ai ting list. 
Non-resident students. The same rules apply to non-
resident students that apply to Guiney students. Make every 
effort to arrange an interview, either personally or 
through your guidance counselor, with the Trade School 
29 
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director. One of your parents should accompany you. 
Applications should be made before the first of April to 
receive consideration in the selection of students for 
5eptember. 
High school graduates. {resident and non-resident) 
Make an appointment with the Trade director for an interview. 
You will receive instrnctions regarding application and 
other information. 
ATTEHDANCE 
Regular attendance is required of ever~' student. Ten 
successive days of absence without notif;:,ring the school of 
the reason will be cause for your name being removed from 
the school register. 
There are only three acceptable reasons for being 
absent from school; they are: 
1. Personal illness. 
2. Death in immediate family. 
3. Unavoidable absence because of conditions 
beyond control. {Judgment of director) 
IRREGULAR ATTENDANCE IS Cl.USE FOrl 3lJSPElBION. 
PRE -JLl'lliANGED ABSENCE: 
In cases v1here you know you will be absent because of 
some special reason, you should bring a note from your 
parents or guardian. The nom should be dated, give the 
reason for your absence from school, and give the da;rs and 
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dates you will be out of school. This note will then 
receive consideration by the director. 
TRUANCY: 
nabi tual truancy is cause for auspens ion. All time 
lost because of truancy will be made up in detention, and, 
grades for the day will be forfeited. 
NOTE.:>: 
Absence notes are due the second day after you::o return. 
Turn them in to the teacher at the beginning of school, when, 
attendance is taken. If you were absent in shop, be sure 
the shop teacher receives the note. If you were absent in 
clascl 1 be sure the class teacher e;ets the note. If you were: 
absent part of a class and part of a shop week, be sure both 
teachers see the note. ~~your responsiblit~. 
All absence notes should: 
1. Be written and signed by a parent or guardian. 
2. State the reason for the absence. 
3. Contain the dates of absence. 
4. Contain the date the note was written. 
OVERDUE ABSENCE NOTES: 
Continued failure to bring notes in when due will 
result in disciplinary action. All overdue notes will 
result in one afternoon's detention for each day :> note is 
overdue. 
TARDill83S: 
Reporting to school after the beginning of the school 
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day will result in detention at the close of that school 
day. ~punctual. Continued tardiness will result in 
disciplinary action. 
DI.:llolL3dAL FRO!.! SCHOOL: 
Only the director or his representative may dismiss 
you from school. Very careful consideration will be given 
all requests for dismissal. Arrange your schedule in such 
a way that it will not conflict with your school day. Do 
~ ~ appointments during school hours. Only in the 
most unusual cir~unstances will telephone calls requesting 
dismissal be honored. Bring ~ ~ ~ ~· 
LEAVING WHILE SCHOOL IS IN SESSION: 
No student is parmi tted to les.ve the school building 
unless authorized to do so by the director. Any violation 
of this rule will result in disciplinary action. Only 
students dismissed through the office may leave while 
school is in session. 
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FIRE DRILLS 
Fir•e drills are held at unscbecluled times. Your 
safety and the safet~' of others may cJepend on your prompt 
Bnd accur&te response to the fire sie;nal. Obey the 
instructions of your teacher. 
The .Sir;nal. The fire signal is given by ringing loud 
songs placed where they can be easily heard throughout the 
buildings. The signal is an evenly spaced strik'c:JS of the 
eong. 
';·iB2RE TO GO: 
--
!.lachine Shop ) 
Sheet-n:etal . .Shop) 
Pattern 3hop ) 
Cabinet .Shop ) 
Plurabine; Shop ) 
Auto-body Shop ) 
Automotive .:>hop) 
History Classroom ) 
English Classroom ) 
~lectrical Classroom) 
Automotive Classroorf.) 
Auto-body Cl3.ssroom ) 
. Sheet-r.~et&l Clas'3roon') 
Plwnbing Classromn ) 
Blectrical Classroom ) 
Ra~~o & T.V. ~lassroorn) 
Rad~o & T.V. ::>hop ) 
L:xit t.o 3aville 3t •• and 
move along sidewalk to 
the School Department 
J.~..nnex. 
L:xit to i:oodward Ave. by 
.C:i,ST stairwa.y and move 
alont; sidewalk as far s.s 
Huntly Rd. 
Exit to ;.:.: oodw ar d Jt \te • b:l 
offi 0e stairw a0". 
Exit by stairway bet·aeen 
shop vritw and Bro.dford 
:l·ii:nc O!ltO :~·ioocJ1.-.r~~~c .:\,_re. 
£xi t ii'ORTH stairway to 
r:· oodY:J 9.rcl Ave. c:..nd move 
along .sidewalk tov;e.rr1R 
Huntly Rd. 
FOLLO\' THE INSTRUCTIONS OF YOUH TEACHER. 
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REVISED CIVIL DEFEN3E AIR RAID IN3TRUCTIONS 
Published by tbe Federal Civil Defense Administration 
EVACUATION SIGNAL: 
A steady blast of three (3) to five (5) minutes on 
sirens, whistles, horns, or similar devices. 
liHAT TO DO: 
Evacuate your family according to plan. Don't forget 
emergency rations, clothing, supplies. 
!!.£ .!:!.£1 use the telephone. 
Check your A 1I radio (640 or 1240 kc) for detailed 
instructions. 
Obey your police and civil defense inst,ruct ions. 
TP~ COVER SIGNAL. 
Viailine; tone or short blasts for three {3) minutes on 
sirens, vlhistles, horns, or similar devices. 
~ !..Q QQ.: 
At 1!2!:lli!.: Get into your home shelter immediately. If 
you bave none, shut all outside doors and windoVTs and take 
cover in the basement or an interior first-floor room. 
Outdoors: Seek the best available cover. 
Stay ~until you get word to come out. 
IMPORTANT: If you. see a bright flash of light, take cover 
instantly. 
640 REMEMBER COlfELRAD IS T!ill Y.EY 1240 
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HOMEROOMS 
Your shop and related work classrooms are considered 
your homerooms. For example, if you are in the Sheet-metal 
Deparur.ent, one week the sheet-metal shop will be your 
homeroom and the next week the sheet-metal classroom will 
be your homeroom. 
You are responsible for the condi t,ion and appearance 
of yonr rooms. Keep the room neat and clean. Un-tidy 
rooms are usually indicative of your work habits. Check 
with your homeroom teachers when y~t have a question or 
need information. Attendance is taken in your homeroom 
and you are dismissed at the close of school from your 
homeroom. Your locker is near your homeroom, in both class 
and shop. Coats and jackets~~ permitted in the 
homerooms. Violations of this rul's v1ill be cause for 
detention. 
MODE OF DRESS AND APPEARANCE 
Every student is expected to come to school every 
day in clean, presentable clothing. 
1. Dungarees are permitted during shop week, 
but you cannot go to the cafeteria or to 
assemblies and other special events in 
them. 
2. Dungarees~ not to be worn during your 
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class week. Chinos are O.K. 
3. Blue chambray work shirts are parmi tted only 
during shop week. 
4. 11 Tee" or undershirts cannot be substituted 
for sport or dress shirts. 
5. Shoes: If possible wear steel-toed work 
shoes in shop. Dress shoes or sneakers 
only in class. Engineer boots and other 
unusual footwear are out of place. 
Wearing of such shoes will lead to a 
conference with the director. 
6. Haircuts: Long sideburns, beards, duck-
tail, and other unusual hair arrangements 
are not permitted. "Hollywood" and "beat" 
styles are taboo. 
7. Any unusual and freakish appearance or 
combination of clothes will result in 
disciplinary action. 
s. Shirts, even sport shirts, must be tucked 
into trousers at all times. 
9. Be neat and clean. In shop, wear cover-
alls, aprons, or other protective clothing 
that can be removed if you have to leave 
your shop. 
10. Towels and soap are provided in every shop 
and lavatory so you may wash before lunch 
and othAr necflssary t:i.P,es. 
CO:tlDUCT Aiill SAFETY :rt;,;GULATIONS 
1. Be courteous at all t5_me '3. 
2. Be cooperA.tive. 
3. ;:e ::tle.rt t 
4. Thl.nk before you act! 
5. Look out for the other fellow. 
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6, Dear protective eye s~ields when necessary. 
7. Operate ~ machinery or equipment until you 
have beAn inst •. ructed in its use and have 
received the instructor 1 s permission. 
8. All protective guards should be used. 
9, Protective clothing, where necessary, must 
be worn. 
10, Conbustible materials should be used and 
stored properly and according to clirectim;s, 
11. r,-hen in doubt about tile safot~r of " set-up, 
stop and consult your instructor. 
12. Do not use loose, broken, or obviously un-
safe vachinery or tools. 
13. Use push sticks on the circular SW7s, 
16. Fooling a11d ho.rse-pley are forbidden. 
R:ShiEI~IBER: Accic1ents do not just, r~:.:ppen; someone is 
responsible t 
VIOLATIONS OF GOOD COl.;J:lUCT OR .:bFJ: PR.WT'IC33 ':TL~ R.o;3ULT 
IN 3ioVJ,RE LI3CIFLINARY ACTIOiJ, 
CAFETillUA AND llJFCH 
79 
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On the grounll fJ.oor of the Quincy High 3chool h.1ilding 1 
a fine cafeteria is maintained e.t which a ver·y sulJstant,ial 
lunch may be obtained for a reasonable cost. 
RSGUL..,TION.:>: 
1. ArJsolutelr no dun:o:;al'W'S cr badly ovorl{-
stained clothes are pArmitted in the cafeteria. 
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2. All food will be eaten at tables. None, 
including milk, shall be taken back-ro-the 
Trade School, except candy. 
3. When buying food, the exact price of the 
article must be held b;i the purchaser. Change 
may be obtained in the cafeteria. 
4. Dishes, utensils, 
in to be washed. 
on the tables. 
and trays should be turned 
Do not leave these articles 
--
5. Put all wrappers and lunch bags in the trash 
containers when you finish your lunch. 
6. Be courteous, considerate, and mannerly at 
all t :iJne s. 
7. You may eat in the cafeteria if you bring your 
lunch and wish to purchase milk or candy. 
B. Boys remaining in the shop wing ancl the 
Bradford Viing will eat their lunch at the 
lunch table on the ground floor. 
9. Do not move chairs or stools from the tables. 
10. When you finish your lunch, remain at your 
table or leave the cafeteria. 
11. Do not loiter in cafeteria or corridors. 
12. Boys are permitted on cafeteria floor only, 
at llmch time. 
13. High school lavatories are out of bounds to 
Trade School boys. 
14. Lunches are to be eaten only between 11;00 
and 11:25. 
15. Boys must be in their homeroom seats by 11:25 
or be considered tardy. 
16. No student is permitted on the Saville Ave. 
or Huntly Rd. side of the school, or in front 
of the Quincy High School at lunch time. 
17. Failure to observe the above rules will mean 
suspension of cafeteria privileges. 
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DETE:::ITION 
Regular detention is held every school afternoon 
beginning at 2:30 p. !.!. ana ending at 3:15p.M., but may 
be lengthened if the instructor thinks it necessary. 
Morning detention is held in the Sheet-metal classroom 
from 7:45 A. M. until 8:00 A. M. A student may have morning 
detention once during the school year. 
Be prepared with school work. Unprepo.rea students will 
not. be given credit for detention. 
~ ~ ~ sign the detention sheet. This is your 
responsibility. 
REMEMBERt A person's name is not a reason for being in 
detention. GIVE THE REASONt 
Quiet must be observed. 
The location of the detention room is circulated on 
a "Notice Sheet" and is written on ·the blackboard in your 
homeroom, or shop. 
ILLKJ:!:SS AND ACCID3NTS 
The Health Service Room is located on the main floor 
of the High School building, Room 109. Take your trouble 
to __________ , our Registered Nurse, who takes 
care of injuries, dismissals because of illness, ana 
private consultations regarding health problems. .She is on 
duty from 8:15 to 3:45. 
Always notify your instructor before leaving for the 
Health Service Room for any reason. 
Always report ~ accidents to your instructor at 
once. 
Do .£2.!! try to be your own doc tor t 
REMEMBER! If you have subscribed to the 3tudent 
Insurance Plan, expenses incurred through accidents in 
school are covered. Two copies of an "Accident Report" 
must be filled out and returned to the Trade School office. 
POINT3 OR CREDITS 
Sixty points are required for graduation. Twenty-
three points a year may be earned. -, 1 • h ..t!ing_~s , which carries 
four points, and 3ocial Studies, which carry two points, 
must be earned every year in order to graduate. 
IN COMPLETES 
Incompletes are usually given because a student bas 
been absent a prolonged period of time. Hegular attendance 
is necessary to avoid an incomplete mark. Incompletes are 
also given when a boy enrolls during a quarter of the 
school year and cannot, in the instructor's judgment, 
make up work lost at the beginnine: of the quarter, 
StJ 3PEN3I011 AND EXPUL3IOH 
Suspension. Irregtllar attendance, ne.siect of du t~:, 
Rmoking in, or in the vicinity of the .school, r1Pstrur.tion 
of property 1 ])Y.'Ofanity, and cant inued d isr8gard for school 
rules and re;:ulations are grounds fov suspension. Fil,st 
sus pens ion r.1a.y be revoked by the TJ'c.ee :>chool d ivector. 
,Second suspension m2y be vevoked by the superir1tendent of 
schools. Third suspension may be revoked only ty the 
schocl committee. 3tuC:ent and parrmts n;ust arrange fov an 
interview in order to be veinstated. 
Expulsion. :::lxpulsion occu.rs when a student sLows, 
his behavior and performance, that he has little intevost 
in the Trade .1cllool prosran; and regulations. If a student 
is under the ae;e of sixteen when expelled, he must make 
arrangements to enroLL in 'mother nchool. 
Li~VATCRY 
Onl~/ one boy f'rom H cle.ss or :3hop F<9.~:- lA.ctV2 the roan: 
for the lavatory at the ~ar.;e time. :::eel: bo:{ 1!1\:U:Jt sign the 
'basement perwission' sheet ir'. his roon1 -;Then he leaves and 
VI hen he r(Jturns. 
Willful 6estructlon or defacement of school property, 
···-· -=·-~-~.===~ 
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or propert.y on school grounds, v;ill result in disciplinary 
act>ion and will require payment by tne student or his 
parents to the <Jxtent of the damage. 
GUIDANCE 
The assistant director is in chargA of guicle•nce. '"e is 
availal:Jle both informally and by appointment to render 
assistance to students in their school activities. \ihen 
you have exhausted all sources in Rolving ~'our· px•oblems, 
whether t,hey be school or non-school problen s, the 
assistant director or t'1e director may be able to assist 
you. 
3hop -,,ork may not be made up. Classroom work may be 
made up at the discretion of the instructor. 
DEFI GBF CY SLIP::; 
.school ~'ear deficiency slips are issued to studer~ts o.s 
v;arnings that they are in danc::er of :"'2iling, Ol' e.re doing, 
fe.il:i.ng work. The slips must be taken home, be si.gn9d by a 
parent, and returned to the instruc•tor who :::;ave you the 
deficiency. Tv1o days are allowed for returning deficiencies. 
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FAILURE 
Failure is a serious matter. Failure in a subject 
may mean that you will not be promoted e.nd will not 
graduate with your class. Failures early in your sophomore 
year are sometimes considered unin:portant by you. Look 
ahead to ym1r senior year and graduate. Don't let failure 
catch up with you when it is too late. Good intentions are 
not a substitute for good work. Failure may result in a 
request that you wi t.hdraw from school. 
REPORTS TO PARElJT3 
It becomes necessary, occasionally, to inform parents 
of a student 1 s progress or activities by meAns other than 
deficiency slips and report cards. Irr•egular attendance 1 
missing gym, suspension, expulsion, and failure to meet 
graduation requirements are the usual reasons for reports 
to parents. 
REPORT CAIID3 Ac"iD GRADIKG 3Y3r:Sl.l 
Report cards are issued at the end of each school 
quarter. They must be signed and returned to your instructor. 
Below are listed the letter grades and their numerical 
equivalents: 
A = 90-100 
B = 80-89 
c • 70-79 
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L = 65-69 
D = 0-64 
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TRANSCRIPTS OF RECORDS 
See senior information, page number 14 • These 
procedures apply to any student or graduate seeking a 
transcript of his records. Please do not ask that these 
procedures be changed! 
CUMULATIVE RECORDS 
Cumulative records, often referred to as your six year 
record cards, are kept by the office until you graduate, 
when they are then filed for future reference. The record 
contains information obtained during the six years of the 
seventh grade through the twelfth grade of school. Your 
achievement, conduct, and activities are recorded and be-
come a permanent record. ll .!! important ~ you maintain 
! good record! FUture employers such as federal, state, 
and city governments, personnel managers of industry, and 
local business people often call the school for references. 
Your record, in most cases, is the basis of any reference 
they, or you, will obtain from the school. Remember, what 
you do now is important later. 
BaJNDARIES AND GROUNDS LIMITS 
During recess, Trade students are permitted on the 
cafeteria floor only, and in the cafeteria area only. You 
are not to use the corridors from the cafeteria leading to 
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the Coddington School yard or to Woodward Avenue. You may 
not use the Saville Avenue side of the building. You may 
use the Woodward Avenue side of the building and the playing 
field across the street. In the field, the boundaries are 
set by the nearest end of the tennis court, towards 
Coddington Street as far as the office end of the Bradford 
Wing. No Trade student is permitted in the lower floor of 
the High School except for regular gym periods and when 
carrying material to the boiler room. All corridors and 
rooms, including lavatories, in the High School are out of 
bounds at all times to Trade students except the rear 
corridor of the cafeteria floor. This corridor may be used 
for passing between the shop wing and the Bradford Wing. 
Exceptions to these rules may be granted, on specific 
occasions, by your instructor or director. Cars are out of 
----
bounds !1 !bh times while school is in session. 
LOCKERS 
When necessary, two lockers are assigned each student, 
one for class and one for shop. Your class and shop 
instructors assign lockers and give you the combinations. 
Write the combinations down and keep them in your wallet. 
You may have to share a locker with another student. Mr. 
__________ is in charge of all lockers in the Trade 
School. If locks or doors do not fUnction, report such 
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defects to your instructor and then inform the instructor 
in charge of lockers of the trouble. He will advise you 
what to do, especially if your combination lock fails to 
unlock or lock the door. 
l. Lock your locker! 
2. Know your combination! 
3. Report defects to your instructor! 
4. Keep your locker clean! 
LOST AND FOUND 
If you lose anything, check with the Trade office or 
Room #64 in the High School at 2:30 p. M. If you find 
anything, turn it in to the Trade or High School office. 
TELEPHONES MiD CALLS 
Students are not permitted to usa school telephones. 
A telephone booth is located outside the High School office. 
Trade students may use this telephone during school time 
only with the permission of the director. Calls of an 
emergency nature only will be considered. Students are not 
allowed to receive messages by telephone during the school 
session. Any important messages may be delivered to the 
student through the office. 
ASdEMBLIES AlH) AUDITORIUM dEATING 
Only students in the classroom attend the regular 
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Wednesday morning assemblies. Students in shop attend 
assemblies only on special occasions. You are never allowed 
to attend any assembly in the High School auditorium in 
dungarees or work clothes. Occasionally, assemblies for 
Trade students are held in the Coddington School auditorium. 
Students in shop at the time may be asked to attend. Trade 
students attending assemblies in the High School will sit in 
the seats at the extreme left, when facing the stage, filling 
in starting at row J. Many important notices that directly 
affect you are read at morning assembly. Listen carefully. 
The assembly is not a social hour. There is no need to 
discuss anything with your neighbor. If an emergency 
arises, quietly rise and leave without disturbing the group 
and report to the office your reason for leaving the 
assembly as soon as possible. 
SAIDTE TO THE FLAG 
Every boy is expected to know the salute to the flag 
and the position to assume, which is, standing at attention 
with the right hand placed against the chest. The salute 
to the flag is as follows: 
11 I pledge allegiance to the flag, and to the 
republic for which it stands. One nation, under God, 
indivisible, with liberty, and justice for all." 
VEHICLES AND PARKING 
Vehicles may be parked along the Faxon Field side of 
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Woodward Avenue and in the area behind the tennis courts. 
Cars should not be parked in the playing field. Students' 
cars, motorcycles, or scooters may not be parked in the area 
reserved for school personnel. Hot-rodding in the vicinity 
of the school will result in disciplinary action. Students 
will not be permitted to go to their cars while school is in 
session. Eating or sitting in cars is not permitted while 
school is in session, even during the lunch period. 
WITHDRAWAL FROM SCHOOL 
It is expected that you will bring a note from your 
parents stating that you wish to withdraw from school. You 
have a definite obligation to return books and other school 
materials to the instructors. You must obtain a withdrawal 
slip from the director and obtain the signature of each of 
your teachers indicating that all materials have been 
returned and are in acceptable condition. Be sure your 
locker is cleaned out. If you quit, and do not do so 
properly, you may be charged for materials not returned. 
~ ~ your responsibility. 
TRANSFERS 
TO QUINCY TRADE SCHOOL 
1. Report to the Trade director. 
2. Be prepared with clothing for both shop and 
class work. 
3. Read and study your handbook. 
FROM TRADE SCHOOL TO OTHER SCHOOLS 
1. Obtain a withdrawal slip from the director, 
have it signed by all of your teachers and 
return it to the office. 
2. Inform the director of your new school. 
3. Clean out your locker. 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS OR TELEPHONE NUMBER 
Notify the office at ~ if you move, or if your 
telephone number has been changed. If you haven't bad a 
telephone and have one installed, notify the office of the 
number. It is important that the school knows where you 
live and how to get in touch with your home in the event of 
an emergency! 
CONTRIBUTIONS, GIFTS, AND SOLICITING 
Contributions only to activities approved by the 
office are permitted during school sessions. Gifts by 
students to the faculty are not permitted. Soliciting for 
funds, or for any reason is strictly forbidden unless 
approval is granted by the director. 
WORK PERMITS 
Work permits are obtainable at the school super-
intendent's office at 2:30p.M. 
--:::-·=··-= 
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VISITORS 
All visitors to the school must check in at the Trade 
office before visiting any classrooms or shops. It is 
assumed that visitors have a serious purpose and are not 
just idling away time. Visitors should make appointments 
with the director. Students are not permitted visitors 
during school sessions. Unscheduled visits disrupt classes 
and shops and interfere with the orderly process of classes. 
People sincerely interested in the trade program are always 
welcome. 
TUITION 
Tuition for a non-resident student is paid by the town 
or city in which he resides. Forms are obtained at the 
Trade School office. The office will let you know when to 
pick up your forms, and will instruct you in the procedures 
to follow. 
CHANGE OF PROORAM 
A change of program is permitted only when an opening 
occurs in another department and only during the first 
quarter of your first year. The office assumes that your 
acceptance of a program has been the result of careful 
thought on your part. Credit ,!!! ~ department does ~ 
automatically carry ~ ~ another department. If you 
-~~~--------------- - ----~-------
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are granted a change of program, you may have to repeat the 
time already spent so that you will have a full three years 
of training in the second program. To be eligible for a 
change of program, a student must be doing passing work in 
all subjects. 
STUDENT INSURANCE 
Student insurance covering accidents occurring in 
school is made available to all students at the beginning 
of the school year. The cost varies. In the past it has 
been between one and two dollars. Envelopes and a 
statement of policy are issued to every student present and 
a reasonable time is allowed to return the envelopes. 
Parents must indicate on the envelope if they do, or do 
not, wish to have the student insured. The required sum 
should be sealed in the envelope of those students desiring 
insurance coverage. 
All accidents must be reported !.9_ the instructor 1!J. 
charge ~ ~accident occurs. Any delay in reporting 
the accident may mean that your claim will not be 
recognized. Two copies of an Accident Report, obtainable 
at the Trade office, must be filled in and signed by the 
instructor in charge and returned to the office. Only 
injuries occurring in school, and reported immediately, 
will be recognized as legitimate claims. 
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11 NO SCHOOL11 SIGNAL 
School sessions are cancelled when, in the opinion of 
the superintendent of schools, it would be hazardous for 
students to attend. School cancellations are given over 
radio stations WJDA in Quincy, and WBZ and WEEI in Boston. 
Do~ call the superintendent's office or the radio stations. 
ElJ S TICK!l:TS 
Student tickets are on sale at 2:30 p. M. in the Trade 
office. The price is one dollar. Any student reported to 
the office for misbehaving on a bus will lose the privilege 
of purchasing student tickets and will be subject to 
disciplinary action. 
WILDING HOURS 
The school is open to students at 7:40 A. M. All 
students except those in detentio~or under the supervision 
of an instructor, should be out of the building by 2:45 P. M. 
TRIPS, PARTIES, DANCES 
Trips, parties, and dances, sponsored by a school, or 
held in a school building, ocour quite frequently during 
the school year. Remember, you represent Quincy Trade 
School at these affairs. Let your conduct reflect nothing 
but credit on you and your school. Acverse reports will 
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result in disciplinary action. 
PARENT PERMISSION SLIPS 
Only students who have brought in a note granting 
permission and signed by a parent may go on a school 
sponsored trip. All notes must be turned in to the 
instructor in charge, prior to the trip. 
CORRIDOR PERMITS 
Every student in the corridors while classes are in 
session, should have a corridor permit, signed by his 
instructor, in his possession. Ask your instructor for ~ 
corridor permit if you go on an errand to another part of 
the building. Trips to the lavatory do not require a 
permit, but you must sign the basement sheet in your roam 
when you leave and when you return. 
CORRIDOR TRAFFIC 
You are allowed three minutes to pass between classes. 
You will be considered tardy !! you ~ E£1 !g your ~ 
when the bell rings at the beginning of a class. In the 
shop you must be at your bench, or place designated by your 
instructor. Walk! Do not run! Subdued talking is O.K. 
Observe the rules of good conduct. 
·~-=~·-:- .... -- --·-·--
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HONOR ROLL 
The Honor Roll is published at the end of each half 
semester (ten weeks), shortly after report cards are 
received. 
To receive Honors, a pupil ~ have a good citizen-
ship in all his school subjects. 
To receive Highest Honors, a pupil must have all A's, 
or all A's and one B. 
To receive Honors, a pupil must have all B1s, or all 
B1 s with the exception of one c. 
To be graduated with Highest Honors, a pupil must have 
received only one B average each year in three years, the 
rest A's; for Honors, one C average each year in three 
years,--the rest B1 s or A1s. 
BROADCASTS OVER PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM 
Broadcasts of information important to you begin daily 
at 2:15 Po M. Listen carefUlly. Special notices may be 
broadcast at any time during the day. When the 'attention' 
signal is heard, listen! 
NOTICES 
Notice sheets are circulated and are read to you by 
your instructor. These notices contain the place of 
detention and other important information. It is important 
that you know what the notices contain. They may apply to 
you! 
IDLffiTIN BOA..RDS AND DisPLAY CASES 
Material must be approved by the office before it may 
be put on the bulletin boards in the corridors. Material 
must be apProved by the instructors before it can be 
displayed on classroom bulletin boards. Display cases, such 
as the one in the office, are used to display fine examples 
of students' work, and trophies won in various events by 
students representing the school. 
POSTERS AND DECORATIONS 
Posters or decorations put up in the buildings must 
first be approved by the director. Those putting them up 
are responsible for taking them down. No fasteners which 
will deface or mark the walls will be permitted. 
LIMITATION OF ACTIVITY 
When a student is failing in his work, he may be 
requested to drop any extra-curricular activities, including 
sports. Continuing failure may result in a request to 
withdraw from school. 
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SCHOOL JURISDICTION 
School jurisdiction means that you are subject to 
school regulations while you are on your way to and from 
school, and, during the time school is in session. 
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 
You ·. must have: 
1. Been enrolled three years in one department. 
2. Been promoted each of the three years. 
3. Earned a total of 60 points. 
4. Have passed English and History each year. 
5. Returned all non-consumable supplies. 
BOOKS AND OOPPLIE S 
Books, drawing instruments, tools, and other non-
consumable supplies are loaned to you and their proper use 
and care becomes your responsibility. Consumable supplies 
such as paper, pencils, and erasers are issued at regular 
intervals. If you are suspended, withdraw, transfer, or 
graduate, all non-consumable supplies must be returned to 
your instructors. Failure to return materials loaned to you 
will result in your being billed for the value of the 
missing items. 
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R\JBBISH DisPOSAL 
All barrels and other containers shall be taken to the 
boiler room between 2:10 and 2:20 p. L!. Students must see 
that metal and glass are put in the barrels provided and are 
not put in the incinerator. Loitering and washing in the 
boiler room are .forbidden. Students 1vill be held responsible 
.for cleaning up spilled barrels and other debris not 
deposited in the place indicated by the custodian. 
ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT 
In addition to the athletic equipment available for the 
regular sports, bats, softballs, and .footballs are issued to 
each department to use during the lunch recess. One student 
in each department must assume responsibility for the care 
and return of the equipment. Lost equipment will be charged 
against the entire department. The director will announce 
the time and place you may obtain balls and bats. He will 
also announce the time and place they are to be returned. 
Misuse will result in the loss of the opportunity to use 
sports equipment. 
BORROIIING SCHOOL PROPERTY 
£9_ ~ ~ ~ borroVI any school property~ your 
instructor _££. any other member ~ ~ faculty. It is used 
for instructional purposes and must not leave the school. 
WORKING ON YOUR OWN PROJECTS 
Students are not permitted to work on their own 
projects while school is in session. Your instructor will 
explain this rule to you at the beginning of the school 
year. Although working on your own cars, radios, cabinets, 
etc., might seem to be a bright idea, past experience has 
proven that this does not work well in a planned course of 
instruction. The hard and fast rule is; no student's jobs 
to be brought in or worked on during school hours. 
I N S T R U C T I 0 N 
Boston University 
School of Eduaatio~ 
Library 
-------· ---
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CCURSES 
Quincy Trade School offers nine trade courses and one 
technician's course. The purpose of the courses is to 
prepare young men for industry. Shop work, related class 
work, English, History, and Problems of Democracy make up 
the substance of each course. Students may elect Algebra, 
Geometry, Trigonometry, and Physics. Related class work 
includes the mathematics needed in the trade, the science 
involved in the materials worked on and used, and drawing 
and blueprint reading in the trades where these skills are 
required. All work, in both class and shop, shall be of a 
quality equal to work in industry. 
AUTO-BODY DEPARTMENT 
Shop: Regular auto-body repair shop conditions 
prevail. In the shop, students are given training in 
basic principles and procedures through work on damaged 
cars of practically all makes and models. Some of the 
skills emphasized are use of all hand and power tools in 
welding, soldering, shrinking, hammering, roughing, shaping, 
filing, grinding, and spraying. 
Related: In the classroom, thorough training in 
trade science and mathematics related to the auto-body 
repair field is given. Estimating and other business 
procedures, as well as the legal responsibilities of the 
------·· ==== - ~--- :-__ ---:--:;- ,.-----
repair shop owner, from both a business and safety view-
point, are outlined and thoroughly covered in the course. 
AUTO-MECHANICS DEPARTMENT 
Shop: The student in shop has the opportunity to 
apply his related knowledge in analysing and economically 
repairing the many malfunctions which occur in engines. 
Each student, in the course of three years, will work on 
many different makes and models. Engines, their components, 
and power transmission units in automobiles--mechanical, 
electrical, and hydraulic--are studied with the view of 
learning to diagnose and repair, correctly and economically, 
in mind. 
Class: Related classwork covers the physics of 
gasoline engines, power transmission, and other physical 
laws as they apply to automobiles and component parts. In 
mathematics, arithmetic is reviewed, with emphasis placed 
on a thorough understanding of fractions, decimals, 
percentage, ratio and proportion, mensuration, gearing, and 
other forms of power transmission. Mathematics employing 
algebraic expressions is used in the solution of many 
problems connected with the automotive field. In related 
science, the student will study the composition, action, 
and reaction of the many metals and fluids encountered in 
the repair, maintenance, and servicing of both new and 
older model cars. The course in industrial hygiene includes 
,----:--:~:--c------------------------------. 
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fundrunentals of health, general and specific health 
hazards in the automobile industry, and accident prevention. 
CABilhlT-l\IAli.IHG DEF aRTJ,w; NT 
~hop: In a modern, fully equipped cabinet shop, the 
student fabricates cabinets for all purposes and performs 
a considerable amount of general woodwork and furniture 
making. Single and production line jobs are set up, 
fabricated, and finished. Much work is done for the 
school department. Display cases, book cases, desks, 
chairs, and tables are just a few of the items made. 
Modern kitchen cabinet installations are laid out, made, 
and assembled in the shop, using the most modern and up 
to date methods and materials. Traditional panel-type 
cabinet construction is also taught. 
Class: The composition and properties of the materials 
used in cabinet work are studied by the student in related 
science. Joinery and fasteners of all types are discussed 
in terms of specific jobs. Cabinet drawing and layout 
are emphasized in the drafting periods. Estimating, 
ordering, and scheduling of work are included in the 
mathematics taught. Fundamentals of health and safety 
are taught in the related industrial hygiene periods. The 
aims of the cabinet-making course are to prepare a boy for 
work in a production or a specialty shop and give him the 
skills and knowledge necessary in designing and 
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fabricating cabinets and furniture for both industrial and 
domestic use. 
ELECTRICAL DEPART!~£ NT 
Shop: Shop work is concerned wi tb the actual 
installation of electrical power units, transmission of 
electricit~ and controls. ~pbasis is placed on correctness 
and neatness of installation. Trouble shooting and repair 
account for a large segment of work. Domestic, industrial, 
and special electrical installations are set up and tested 
according to plans and code requirements. 
Class: The student in class will review and learn 
fundamental arithmetic, trade discount and profit and loss, 
measurements of length, square measure, square root, simple 
equations, the use of constants, practical geometry, and 
trigonometry. In drafting be will learn to make neat 
free-band sketches, orthographic and isometric projections 
of objects and assemblies, and will learn to read building 
plans and wiring diagrams. In science the student will be 
instructed in the natural laws of electricity and apply 
them to devices be works with in the electrical laboratory 
adjoining the classroom. In addition be is instructed in 
code and insurance requirements governing installation of 
electrical wiring, conduits, and devices, for the 
protection of life and property. 
l.IIACHINE DEPARTMENT 
Shop: Machine shop work consists of both long run and 
single jobs. Production and jobbing set-ups are taught. 
Tool making, and shaping and finishing of machine parts, 
constitute the major types of machine work. Students are 
taught to set up and use millers, shapers, planers, 
grinders, drills, and lathes for many varied operations. 
Tempering, annealing, and testing are also covered. The 
use of precision measuring instruments is taught. 
Accuracy, neatness, and the ability to interpret machine 
blueprints is emphasized during the three years. The aim 
of the course is to prepare students in many phases of 
machine work, i.e., make of him an 1all-around 1 machinist 
rather than just a machine operator. 
Class: A thorough grounding in arithmetic 
fundamentals is necessary and is taught to boys weak in 
this area. Algebra, geometry, and trigonometry as related 
to the machine trade are also taught. Heavy emphasis is 
placed on blueprint reading and machine drafting. Texts, 
handbooks, current trade publications, charts, and other 
source materials are studied. Visits to local industries 
are made occasionally. FUndamentals of health and safety 
are taught in related industrial hygiene. 
PATTERN-MAKING DEPARTMENT 
Shop: The pattern-making student in the shop begins 
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work on simple flat patterns for shim and spacing block 
castings. This type of work develops hand skills and 
familiarity with hand tools. In the course of three years, 
a student encounters many of the pattern and molding 
problems he will encounter in industry. Patterns are made 
from blueprints, old patterns, castings, sketches, and 
isometric drawings. Patterns are made of wood, plaster, 
metal, clay, plastic, and other sui table materials. 
Accuracy, patience, neatness, and the ability to visualize 
a completed casting are necessary attributes of the 
pattern-maker. Pattern-making demands a high degree of 
creative ability in the solution of the molding problems 
encountered in complex pattern and core box work. 
Class: In related mathematics, a comprehensive review 
of arithmetic fUndamentals takes place before a student 
moves on to the study of angles, plane surfaces, solids, 
and volumes. The mathematics of measurement, gearing, 
and other forms of power transmission systems is covered. 
Estimating materials and costs of patterns are covered as 
well as the weights and costs of castings. Mechanical and 
pattern drafting are taught with the aim of making the 
pattern-making student thoroughly skilled in interpreting 
the most complex blueprint. In related science, the 
structure, composition, strength, and other physical propen-
ties of the materials used and encountered in the trade are 
' 
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studied. The fUndamentals of health and safety are taught 
in industrial hygiene. 
PLUMBING DEPARTMENT 
Shop: Shop work simulates actual conditions in the 
trade. Single and multi-unit systems of water supply and 
waste-disposal are fabricated and tested. Boilers and 
heating systems are set up and tested for performance and 
workmanship. Modern, traditional,and antiquated materials 
and methods are used and studied. Welding, brazing, 
soldering, and other connecting means are applied and 
studied. 
Glass: The plumber of today must have a knowledge of 
chemi oal action, plus physical laws and their application 
to modern plumbing. He must have a knowledge of bacterial 
action and its application in waste and sewerage disposal. 
A general education in mathematics, architectural drawing, 
sanitation, and health are requirements of the workman. 
Related drafting, science, hygiene, and mathematics as 
applied to the plumbing trade are taught the students in 
the plumbing department. Code and license requirements 
are also covered. 
RADIO AND TELEVISION DEPARTMENT 
Shop: Shop work is concerned with assembling, 
building, and servicing radios, televisions, and other 
electronic devices. Communication qystems from simple to 
,, 
complex, are made and tested. Zmphasis is on accuracy 1 
neatness, and a thorough understanding of the function of 
each part. The department is well equipped with test 
instruments and each boy learns to use these in analyzing 
the performance of the equipment on which he is working. 
Class: I•lathematics is related to the electrical and 
electronics problems encountered in the course. 
Interpretation of mathematical data, of great importance in 
the electronics field, is stressed. \"lith the development 
of 'electronic brains', memory and computing devices, and 
automation controls, a solid mathematics background 
becomes a requisite in the electronics program. Sketching 
and scoomatic drawing and reading are taught in related 
drafting. Related science deals with conductivity, 
transmission of sound and light waves, and other factors in 
the production and control of communication devices. 
Related industrial hygiene covers the areas of general 
health and safety in both personal and industrial life. 
SHE:8T-liiETAL DEPARTMENT 
Shop: In a well equipped sheet-metal shop, the 
student will layout, cut, and assemble many forms of sheet-
metal work. Emphasis is placed on accuracy and workmanship. 
Joinery, soldering, welding, and brazing skills are 
utilized. Types of work are: ventilating and beating 
ducts, buoys, bilge pumps, cabinets, tanks and various 
~-:c::·:c:~~ ---~·'='"_..,....-__ "";c---":=..7 .• .,-:'.::'" ••• --- ·-·----·. 
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types of containers, weather-vanes, blower systems, fire-
doors, radiator covers, gutter and skylight work, and 
ornamental cornice and iron work. 
Class: The student of sheet-metal work will learn the 
engineering required in designing air-conditioning, heating_, 
and exhaust systems, both domestic and industrial. The 
utilization of components in terms of heating, ventilating, 
and exhausting systems will be studied. In drafting, major 
emphasis will be placed on design and development of forms, 
both simple and complex. The use of algebraic expressions 
as used in practical geometry and trigonometry are taught 
in addition to a thorough grounding in fundamental 
arithmetic. Related science deals with the various metals 
and their properties, also friction, heat loss and gain, 
velocities, and the use of texts, tables, charts, and 
manuals related to sheet-metal work. 
ELECTRO-ELECTRONICS TECHNICIAN TRAINING COURSE 
Objectives of the course: Emphasis will be placed on 
the study of the skills and knowledge which will qualify a 
student for a technician's rating as it is understood b,r 
industry. Emphasis will be on theory rather than on the 
perfection of manual skills. 
Pre-requisites: Promotion to the eleventh year in 
either the Electrical or Radio and Television course 
in the Trade School. 
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Length of course: Three years, the eleventh tbrougb 
the thirteenth year. 
Diploma: A student will receive his regular diploma 
at the end of his twelfth year and a certificate of advanced 
study at the end of his thirteenth year. 
Nature of the work: The technician in industry serves 
in a capacity between the engineer and the craftsman. His 
duties may be varied and many. In the field be may super-
vise the installation of equipment and then remain to 
instruct in its use and maintenance. He may be responsible 
for running tests of new equipment in the electrical or 
electronics field. He should have a knowledge of sheet-
metal work, machine work, production methods, and be 
familiar with the materials, tools, and equipment used in 
different trades. He should have a thorough knowledge of 
circuitry and control mechanisms used in the electrical and 
electronics field. The technician may have to construct an 
experimental piece of equipment from oral or written 
instructions. Many skills may be called into play. Techni• 
cal reports may have to be made, or read, so a command of 
English, both oral and written is necessary. Approximately 
80 per cent of the course time will be in class and about 
20 per cent in the laboratory. 
PHYSICAL ELU CATION 
By order of the School Committee, every boy must take 
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gym. A doctor 1 s certificate stating the l'eason and the li 
length of time a boy should not take gym is the only I 
acceptable excuse. Missing gym three, or more, times duri~ 
the school year for any reason will result in loss of credi~ 
(~ point). Continuous absence from g-:,'111 classes without a 
doctor's certificate may result in suspenslo'1. 
GiJlll clothinep Vfuite-soled sneakers 
White gym trunks 
White gym shirt 
\'lhi te socks 
Boys not prepared, or with incorrect clothing will not be 
allowed to take gym and will make up the time in detention I 
II 
according to rules established by the director. 
DRIVER EDUCATION 
The trade School does not conduct a driver education 
course. Trade students may take driver education at the 
II 
I 
I 
I 
discretion of the High ;:)chool instructors of the course. II 
The Trade director will notify the student body when driver !I 
education courses are available and will provide applicatio~ 
I' 
!2£. ~ ~ to ~ excused frO!fl,l 
any after school obligations to attend driver education 
- II 
forms to interested students. 
classes. 
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THE NINE TRADE PROORAMS 
TRADE 
AUTO-BODY 
AUTO-MECHANICS 
CABINET-MA-1\ING 
ElECTRICAL 
MACHINE 
P ATT:b:RN -MAKING 
PLUMBING 
RADIO & TELIVISION 
SHEET-METAL 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
SUBJECTS AND POINTS FCR THE YEAR 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
5 
'O<D 
cvo 
~~ c 
..-l<t> 
P,.-1 
.;r,~ 
6 
6 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
2 
2 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/.2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
1/2 
li 
I[ 
I I I! 
,[ 
I[ 
il ,, 
il 
!j 
II 
I 
II [! 
II 
II 
II 
I• 
•I 
IJ I. 
In the Trade Curriculwn 50% of the total time is allowed ii 
for shop work, 25-30% for related class work, and 20-25% 11 
for non-related class work. 0 
The above programs are continuous for three years. In 
the social studies u.s. History and Civics are offered 
in Grades ten and eleven, Problems of Democracy in Grade 
twelve. 
TECHNICIAN PROGRAM 
• 
.0 
3 
H 
HH 
:I 
II I. 
I! 
II ,, 
II 
!I 
il 
;i 
I! 
I! 
ELECTRO-ELECTRONICS 
TECHNICIAN 4 4 3 6 4 2 
il 
1/2 li 
i! 
ItntthletTiechniician tCuriricullwn approximately so% of the A !I 
o a me s span n c ass work, and approximately 20/i> li 
of the time in laboratory work. The Electro-Electronics 11 
Technician program is continuous from the eleventh throughi'J 
the thirteenth year. Algebra I must be taken in the tenth
1 year in either the Electrical or Radio & Television courselt 
in order to qualify for the Technician program. il 
II 
·,, 
!I 
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HOMEWORK ~I 
I Homework is a regular part of some of the related and I' 
academic subjects. Homework assignments must be ready when 
1
J 
called for. Failure to do the assignments will be reflecte4 
in your quarterly grades. Continued failure to do the I' 
assigned work may be considered neglect of duty and may 
result in suspension. Don't let this happen to you. 
LIBRARY 
TRADE SCHOOL LIBRARY il 
The Trade School has a library in the English classroo • 
Student librarians record the loan and return of books. 
Books may be drawn and returned between 2:15 and 2:30p.M. 
daily. Fiction and non-fiction books, appealing to a wide 
range of interests, are available. Be punctual about 
returning books to the library. 
~GH SCHOOL LIBRARY 
Trade students may also use the High School library 
I after 2:30 Po M. I 
The best way to locate a book which is not reserved fo~ 
I 
special class use is to find its shelf number in the card 1 
I 
catalogue, then take it from the shelf yourself, and charge jl 
1l 
II 
I 
it out according to the rules given below. 
You will be missing one of the finest advantages our 
school offers if you fail to explore the resources of the 
11 
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II 
II 
II 
I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
I 
11 
li 
,j 
I 
library. 
TO ENTER THE LIBRARY: 
Use the end doors. 
TO LEAVE THE LIBRARY: 
Use the middle doors. 
BOOKS ASSIGNED FOR CLASS WORK: 
!I 
il 
I' 
·I 
II 
II 
I 
These are 11 over-night11 books and may be borrowed at 11 
2:30 P. Mo for use until 8:25 Ao J,i. of the following school 1l 
1l 
II day. 
1. Write your name and the word Trade on the book car~. 
2. Put an over-night card into the book pocket. 
As you leave the library, hold the book in such a 
way that the teacher in charge can see the over-
night card. The teacher will take the card. 
OVER-NIGHT BOOKS MUST BE!: RETURNBD BE!:FCRE 8:25 A. M. 
I 
il 
'I 
II 
1.1 BOOKS FOR aJTSIDE READING OR RECREATIONAL READING: 
They may b~ 
borrowed during the day or at 2:30 for a two-week period. It 
These are books not in constant class use. 
i! 
1. Write your name and the word Trade on the book car41· 
2. Stmap the date on the date-due pocket and on the 
card. 
II 
II 
3. As you leave the library 1 hold the book so that th~~ 
teacher in charge can read the stamp, and your 1 
signature on the card at a glance. ri 
Needless to say 1 the use of the library is a privilege~~ 
Behavior there should be worthy of this privilege. Fairnes1 
demands that others should not be disturbed by conversationj 
or unnecessary movement, nor deprived of the use of books an I 
i 
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I 
II 
II 
" II li !i 
;; 
magazines through the carelessness of an individual who has 11 
lost or injured them. ,, 
!I 
At an. times the Librarian or other teachers who may bell 
in charge, together with the library staff, will be willing [I 
I 
and ready to answer all questions concerning the use of the ,. 
library and to help you locate your particular material. G9 
•I [i 
II 
in. You will be welcomed~ 
You will find a large collection of catalogues from I 
colleges and schools of many kinds if you look on the lower J. 
,I 
shelves of the case next to the "Browsing Case" in the 
library. These catalogues are arranged alphabetically by 
the names of the school. To find a list of schools where 
training in a special occupation may be obtained, use the 
index, "Schools Classified on the Basis of Vocation." 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
"TIPs" TO STUDJJ;NTS 
Know exactly what was given for homework. 
Do more than was required. 
T~ink through each problem and apply what you 
have learned. 
Get your work done on time. 
Take an active part in class. 
Respect the rights and feeling of others. 
Do your work neatly, thoroughly, and accurately. 
Acquire a good vocabulary. 
I! 
" 
'I 1: 
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!I 
" 
':i 
'I I, 
if 
II ,, 
!I 
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II 
I 
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!I 
il 
l! 
ii 
il II 
I' 
II ;I 
I) 
i! 
Jj 
il I• !I 
9. Train yourself to attack new problems with II energy. I[ 
I, 
lj 
I 
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II 
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II 
II 
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I 
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I 
I 
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10. Profit by criticism. 
11. Pay attention in class. 
12. Remember the general principles of the course. 
13. Be prompt. 
:B:lUMINATIONS 
Jl I' 
'I I, II 
II 
II I d 
I' 
il 
i.l Examinations or tests in all subjects are given at 
'i 
.. f II regular and unscheduled times. Do not be absent the uay o 1 
a test. 
minute. 
Be prepared. Do not 
Your test scores are 
'I put off studying to the last 11 
grade each quarter. 
an important part of your tota* 
:I 
I 
EXAMI NAT! ONS (COLLEGE ENTRANCE) 
If you are planning to go to a technical school beyond 1
1 
trade school, obtain the entrance requirements of the schoolll 
of your choice early in your school career. It is too late ~~~· 
if you wait until your senior year. If you are planning to 11 
go on to college, do the same thing and also plan to take il 
ii 
the college entrance board examination given to seniors at 
,, 
'I I• i! 
a time and place that will be announced by the office. It ~~~ 
is your responsibility to keep informed. Watch the bulletin I 
boards. 
SUMMER SCHOOL 
II 
I 
i, 
' 
Quincy does not operate a summer school. If you have li 
I! 
7s i! 
d 
" 
" I' ,, 
" 
I 
I 
I 
li ,, 
p 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
I• I I. I! 
'I 
Jl 
il 
l1 
li 
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i 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
II 
!: 
to make up work in mllnmer school, you must locate a place 
II 
'I li 
il The grade you receive will not '\ I, giving the course you want. 
count in Quincy. You will have to take an examination 
given by the English instructor. ~grade will count. 
The examination is given shortly after school resumes in 
September. It is your responsibility to make arrangements 
for taking the examination. 
SPECIAL HELP SCHEDULE 
Teachers will be available to help any boy who 
II 
IJ 
II 
il 
ii 
II 
II 
I! 
I! 
1\ h 
il 
'• 
requires assistance, as listed below. Any other arrangement~ 
should be made specifically with the individual teacher. l.!l' 
Make sure the teacher has time for you by reserving an , 
appointment in advance. 
TEACHER 
Mr. Cain 
Mr. Caruso 
Mr. Golub 
:Mr. Gould 
Mr. Hannon 
Mr. Leporini 
Mr. I.undsgaard 
:Mr • Magnarelli 
Mr. Milward 
Mr. McHugh 
Mr. McNamara 
Mr. McNamee 
Mr. NiCastro 
Mr. O'Neill 
lJr. O'Rourke 
Mr. Perilli 
Mr. Rizzotti 
Mr. Walsh 
Mr. Yee 
DAY 
Monday 2:30 
Wednesday 2:00 
Monday 2:30 
Wednesday 2:30 
Monday 2:30 
Monday 2:30 
Friday 2:30 
Monday 2:30 
ll!onday 2:35 
Monday 2:30 
Wednesday 2:30 
Monday 2:30 
Monday 2:30 
Monday 2:30 
Monday 2:30 
Wednesday 2:15 
Monday 2:30 
Thursday 2:15 
Wednesday 2:15 
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- 3:00 
- 3:00 
- 3:00 
- 3:00 
- 3:00 
- 3:00 
- 3:00 
- 3:00 
- 3:05 
- 3:00 
- 3:00 
3:00 
- 3:00 
- 3:00 
- 3:00 
- 3:00 
- 3:00 
- 3:00 
- 3:00 
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SCHOOL 0 R G A N I Z A T I 0 N S 
A H D 
A C T I V I T I E S 
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GOLDEN ROD Y:SAR BOOI\ 
The Golden ~od, the year book, contains material of 
interest to all classes, but especially to senio.rs; literary 
contributions, group pictures of all school activities, 
senior pictures and activities, and faculty, 
!~ember ship on the staff, composed of all school 
members, mostly seniors, depends somewhat on general 
scholastic standing, and reliability and initiative to 
carry out an assignment. l<iany interests and ski.lls combine 
to produce the magazine: literary, editing, secretarial, 
artistic, and business, 
SCHOOL NEWSPAPER 
Issues of the Fon;y: _Exp:t:_~~~ are published four tirnes a 
year. 3tudents from all classes 9.J1 "l nre;ed to try for a 
position on the paper. Copies are sold for fifteen cents. 
Your su:Jport is needed to make the Fony 32SE.l:".!:..~ a succ,lss. 
The ~uincy High School offers a great variety of 
opportunities in t':le musical field. Musical groups provide 
Christmas and Spr ine; Concerts, and pal1 ti.cipate in festivals, 
athletic events, civic activities, and city wide parades, 
The servi.ces of small groups or soloists is constantly being 
provided to the public. 
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CEORU3 
Open to all students each year. The work advances in 
scope and interest. One hundred per cent participation is 
required, 
!.IIXED GLEE CLUB 
Trials open to all. Members are selected for quality 
of voice and reading ebility. There are two rehearsals a 
week during school time. The Glee Club uses more difficult, 
and interesting part music than chorus. Performances are 
given in public and in school, In the past the Glee Club 
has given Gilbert and Sullivan operettas. such as the 
11 Pirates of Penzance 11 • Christmas snd Spring Concerts are 
also given, l~Iembers chosen from the t;·Jo clubs form the 
chapel choir which you hear at assembly every \ieclnesday and 
Friday. liiany former students who were trai:Jed in this club 
now sing in church choirs. Some are earning se.lar ie s as 
soloists. 
BAND 
The band• like the orchestra. is s balanced group 
offering experience in concert work and street work. 
Concerts given by the band have been highly successful, It 
plays at final football games and at outdoor graduations, 
" 
-- -----··-·-·- -.. . . 
MUSIC .ii:HBLE£:3 
J>;usic emblems are presented to students in the 
orchestra, band, glee club, and char>FJl choir who hf'.'l"'l 
fulfilled the necessary requirer~rents, as statFJcl for each 
organization. The sophomores ana juniors in t,heir musi-::al 
orsanization receive the smaller arm ambler~:, while the 
members in the senior class receive the larse nrusic er,;blem, 
provided they have participated in their respective organ-
ization since entering High 3chool. 
OT:tillR GE}!BRAL n;FORhiATION 
. 
The school ovms many orchestral anci bsno instruments. 
The instruments are loaned to pupils v1ho in return are 
required to study them. .Students intere steo should contact 
the music department. 
In the chorus, band, and glee club, any unexcused 
absences deprive a student of his privileges. 
\iRITER5 1 ·;1 ORIC.3HOP 
To be eligible for the \'iriters 1 Club one must have a 
flair for writing, e. recomr.1endation from his teacher of 
English, eagerness to see himself in print even at the risk 
of collecting Bditors 1 Rejection Slips. 
c;uincy High School graduates and other guests who are 
currently writing for magazines and newspapers will S!'Aak. 
--::--. 
Club members v1ill make a study of markets for their writing 
and will critically evaluate their writing efforts. :r<:ach 
member will be expected to break into print or collect 
rejection slips in the attempt. 
MEETINGS: Twice t'!onthly. 
::.POH30R: 
This club, under the direction of _________ -• 
is open to all students with a "nose for news". !.~embers 
become familiar with newsp8.per techniques b~r visits to 
newspapers and by the writing of a weelrly column for the 
Quincy Patriot Ledger. 
FUTURE TEACESRS CLUB 
This club, whose faculty adviser is ________ _ , 
is officially called The Harrison A. Keith Future Teachers 
Club. This is an organization of the Future Teachers of 
America which is affiliated with the Massachusetts Teachers 
Association and the National Education Association. 
Membership is open to any student, girl or boy, who is 
sincerely interested in making teaching s profession. The 
officers are president, vice president, secretary, treasurer, 
e.nd librarian. 
The purpose of this club is to stimulate interest in 
-~·~-==-·:-
teaching as a profession. 
Meetings are held once a month. !~ctivities include 
observation and practice in teaching at the Coddington 
School, visiting at the elementary schools in C,uincy and 
visiting a teachers 1 college. Also members read and report 
on professional literature, study lives of great teachers, 
see films, and listen to outside speakers. 
PAGE AND STAGE CLUB 
Page and Stage Club, unc1Ar the guidar•ce of 
_ _ , is open to a limited number of juniors and 
seniors who are interested in the theatre and the dramatic 
arts. Try-outs for membership are held early in the fall, 
and meetings are held twice a month. 
RADIO CLUB 
The Radio Club provides a good training for those 
interested in radio. I~JDA provides the club an opportunity 
to take over the complete operation of the station for part 
of the day in May. 
THE RH'LB CLUB 
ADVISER: 
PURP 03:8: To provide an oppo:rtnni ty for improved 
markmanship and becoming familiar with the use end handling 
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of firearms. 
ACTIVITIES: Actual shooting of arms both at practice 
and at meets with other schools. 
MEMBERSHIP: Open to all boys and girls who are 
interested. 
OFFICERS: President, vice president, secretary, 
treasurer, and range officer. 
ADVISER: 
PURPOSE: To interest pupils in reading and reviewing 
books. 
!,I,t;l"iBER.3HIP: Open to anyone who likes to read. 
ACTIVITISS: Trips to a Boston bookstore to select 
books for library purchase. Club meetings to talk over 
books read. Book reviews outside of school on radio 
programs and at meetings of organization. 
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MEETINGS: Held weekly in !;!iss Coulman's office beside 
the library. 
THE HI-Y CLUB 
PURPOSE: To create, maintain and extend throughout 
the school and community, better standards of Christian 
character. 
MEMBEHSHIP: Names of different boys of the school who 
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have shown themselves good workers and have a high quality 
of character are brought before the members and are voted on. 
Membership expires when your high school career ends. 
ME3TINGS: I;.very l,ednesday at 7:30 o'clock. 
OFJ:<'ICERS: President, vice president, secretary, 
treasurer, and chaplain. 
ACTIVIT l3 S: Older Boys Conference, one a year; a 
reunion which comes during the Christmas vacation; Open 
Hause on New Year 1 s Ds.~" to greet friends and parents and 
acquaint them with the functions and purpose of the Hi-Y 
and the Y. M. c. A. 'iie have recreation facilities for 
swimming, shuffle board, ping pong, and many others. 
ADVI3ER: 
ATHLETICS 
For many years now, Quincy High has sponsored a well 
balanced sports program. Vie are mora fortunate than many 
schools in the amount of equipment we have and the number 
of games played. Attractive schedules have bean arranged 
and Q..H.S. is expected to have a grand year this year in 
all sports. 
FALL SPORTS: 
Football 
Cross Country 
BOYS' PROGHAM 
COACH: 
COACH: 
WINTBR SPORTS: 
B"" .ske t be 1 J. 
.-l.ifle 
!locke~,-
T.r 9.Ck 
Tenr.is 
Golf 
COACH: 
CO!.Cl-!: 
cOACT!: 
C OtcCH: 
COb.Cli: 
COACH: 
HO\i TO ·,;IN YOUH "C." 
There ere no minor sports; the s~:ne stze "C:." is 
ew~rded to all who earn letters. To receive a letter in an 
approV14C] sport a pla~rer must particip3te in over fifty 
per cent of the periods or innings played, eycept in the 
case of pitchArs, where special recorl"l8ndat.J.on !!'9Y be r:Jade 
by the coach. .L-:1.. player in any sport nnst play the entirt1 
season to be eligible for a letter. 
BLIGIBILITY RULBS 
To be elie;ibl•3 to compete tn sn:• inter-school athlP.tic 
;;. pupil shall have been a mei>ber of son:e secondar~r 
school for the three months next precedin~ the contest, 
-- -~-- -- ·---- ... --- -----------·-----
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onl:{ in case his fariiil~r has cha!lc;ecJ its Pesiclence to the 
town or city in which the new school i~ locate~, or he has 
attended this sehool six con3ecutiV'2 no,..lth,~, ar:c: tt1 -~itbcr 
case, his record conforn1s with all til8 other elisibility 
rules of thA as.sociat ion • 
.. 'i. pupil niust secure, for the P'-~2iod frOi1l_ thF: beginnin:; 
period next nre ceO i nP' 
. -
the COntest, S flaSsin~ gradA in ~t 
least fifteem points of prepared work or its equivalent. 
(A pupil cannot at any tir:e rer:!"1 88t~::-lt a school unless 
taking fourteen points of prepared ;wrl,.) 
In order to be eligible durin~ ~"pternber and October, 
3eptember first. 
Anr boy v1ho tran.sfers from on8 secnndar~r school to 
another shall be ineligible to participate in interscholastic 
athletics for a period of six school months fron' the date of 
his transfer, unless his transfer is necessitated by a 
change in r'lsiclence of his parents or :.:;ner6ians to the area 
serviced by the school to which he transfers. This rule 
shall also apply to boys v1ho transfer from a .3tat,e llided 
Vocational School of secondary grad8 +,o eny other secoYJdary 
school. 
" 
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No pupil shall be eHgible for interscholastic athletic 
competition (whether he competes or not) for more than six 
consecutive semesters in a three year bigh school beyond 
the ninth grade. 
The school year is understood to be composed of two 
semesters, one beginning with the opening of school in 
..>eptember and ending January 31 of the following calendar 
year and the other beginning February l and ending v1ith the 
close of school that school year. 
,,,,,,-~----,~-=,--=,-~ ,~---- -=,,-,===-=~,--~~,,·=-'"=-=·=--=s""r= --- --- - -··-· 
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AVi.ARDS 
The 'iiilliam A, Bradford Av1ard for Achievement. Awarded 
annually to the outstanding senior for scholar ship 1 citizen-
ship 1 and contribution to the school, The award consists 
of a silver cup about eight inche8 high, engraved with the 
recipient's name. A large cup of similar design has the 
recipient 1s name engraved on the base and remains in the 
school on display, 
Chamber of Commerce Award. The Industrial Relations 
Council of the Chamber of Commerce awards certificates 
to nine students for scholarship and citizenship. These, 
with the Bradford trophy, recognize the achievement of the 
'top ten' Trade School students, 
SCHOOL SONG 
March down the field to the music, 
Quincy is out for victory. 
Up with the blue and white banners, 
Cheer for our team triumphantly, 
RAH, RAH 1 RAH! 
Fight for the honor of Quincy, 
In her our hopes of glory lie. 
So we 1ll PLAY1 PLAY! PLAY! 
At the game today and 
lie 111 cheer for Quincy High, 
----,-·-==·-.-----
3CHOOL CHEERS 
Fight, Score, Viin 
You gotta F-I-G-H-T 
You gotta F-I-G-H-T 
You gotta F-I-G-H-T 
You gotta Fight, boys, Fight 
You gotta 3-c-o-R-E 
You gotta S-C-0-R-E 
You gotta s-c-o-R-E 
You gotta Score, boys, Score 
You gotta W-I-1'1-I-N 
You gotta W-I-W-I-N 
You gotta VI-I-W-I-N 
You gotta Win, boys, Vi in 
You gotta Fight, Fight, Fight 
You gotta Score, Score, Score 
You gotta Yiin, Win, Win 
QUINCY 
Q-U-I Cheer 
Vlith a Q and aU and a Q-U-I 
And an N and a C and an N-C-Y 
Q-U-I, N-C-Y 
QUINCY, QUINCY, QUIN--CY HIGHt 
Indian Cheer 
Down in the village where the Indl.ans 
were gathered, 
They were sitting by the Totem Pole 
and this is what they chattered: 
11 Heap Big Indian, Papoose souaw, 
Come on ~UIKCY, we want \"iiiR!B 
3hake It 
71hat 1 s the matter, can't you take it? 
Can't you Qul.ncy High shake it? 
Can't you boogie to the left? 
Can't you boogie to the rl.ght? 
Can't you fight, team, fight team, fight, fight, fl.ght. 
Sure we can take it, we can Quincy High shake it. 
Vie can boogie to the left, 
lie can boogie to the right, 
','/e can fight team, fight team, fight, f1ght 1 f1ght. 
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Dynamo 
Dynamo -----Dynami t.e 
Dynamo -----Dynamite 
Let's go ---Let's fight, 
Dynamo -----Dynamite 
Dynamo -----Dynamite 
Let's go ---Let's fisht. 
F-I-G-H-T T-E-.A.-1! 
You've gotta fight 
B-0-Y-3 
Fight~ 
Rip Van Hinkle 
Rip Van Hinkle had a pup 
And a fighting pup was he! 
He wouldn't give out 
And he wouldn't give in 
And neither by golly will we, 
Boom - Chick -a- Boom 
Boom - Chick -a- Boom, 
Boom - Chick -a- Boom, 
Boom - Chick -a- Rick -a- Chick -u 
Boom - Boom - Boom! 
Q-u -I-N-G-Y, 
Quincy, Quincy i 
Quin--cy--High. 
Tuck In Your Shirt-tails 
Tuck in your shirt-tails 
Pull up your pants 
Come on Quincy 
Let 1 s advance 
First to the left 
And then to the right 
Down the field and 
Fight, Fight~ Fight! 
Fight, Team, Fight 
Fight, team, fight! 
Fight, team, fight! 
Come on, Quincy 
'iiith all your miqht, 
Shoulder to shoulder 
Knee to knee 
Let 1 s go to Victory! 
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Hands Knees 
Hands r:nee s ancl ye 11 for Cui ncy 
The team with the pep and the vim. 
Knees Hands ancl come on C:.uincy 
Who's gonna win? 
G'uin-cy C;uin-cy, Rah Rah team fight l 
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APPENDIX B. 
2.CHOOL3 FROM WHICH HANDBOOK,:\ \iBRE RECEIVED 
. --=.·.·-
SCHOOLS FRO!.! ViHICH HANDBOOKS VIERE RECEIVED 
ALABAMA: 
Anniston, Anniston High 3chool 
Mobile, Murphy High School 
Montgomery, Sidney Lanier High ;3chool 
Tuscaloosa, Tuscaloosa High School 
ARIZOHA: 
Mesa, Mesa High 3chool 
Phoenix, Phoenix Union High School 
Tucson, Tucson High School 
Ywna, Union High School 
ARKANSAS: 
Blytheville, Blytheville High School 
El Dorado, Senior High School 
Fayetteville, Fayetteville High School 
Fort ,~i th, Fort Srni th Senior High School 
Hot Springs, Hot Springs Senior High School 
CALIFORNIA: 
Berkeley, Berkeley High School 
Long Beach, Leland Stanford Junior High School 
San Francisco, Abraham Lincoln High School 
COLOilADO: 
Boulder, Boulder High School 
Denver, South High School 
CONNECTICUT: 
Bridgeport, Central High School 
Eartford, Hartford High Schools 
Meriden, Meriden High 3chool 
New Britian, Senior High School 
FLORIDA: 
North Miami, Senior High School 
Pensacola, Pensacola High 3chool 
3t. Petersb.l.rg, Senior High School 
Tampa# Brewster Vocational High School 
GEORGIA: 
Atlanta, Northside High School 
Savannah, Savannah High School 
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SCHOOLS FROU riliiCH F..Al.'J"DBOOKS i'IERE R:i>CEIVED (continued) 
IDAHO: 
Boise, Senior High School 
Idaho Falls, Senior High School 
Pocatello, Pocatello High School 
Twin Falls, denior High School 
ILLINOIS: 
Evanston, Evanston Township High School 
Peoria, Peoria High School 
INDIANA: 
IO\iA: 
Evansville, Central High School 
Gary 1 Horace l,Iann High Schoo 1 
Indianapolis, Thomas Carr Howe High School 
Cedar Rapids, 'iioodrow Wilson Junior High School 
Des Moines, Theodore Roosevelt High School 
K.ANSA.3: 
Salina, Roosevelt Junior High School 
Topeka, Topeka Junior High Schools 
'iiichita, Jardine Intermediate School 
KENTUCKY: 
Lexington, Henry Clay High School 
LaJLHANA: 
Baton Rouge, Baton Rouge High School 
Mi\.INE: 
Lewiston, Lewiston High School 
MARYLAND: 
Baltimore, Forest Park High School 
Bethesda - Chevy Chase, Scmior High Jchool 
Catonsville, Senior High School 
Hagerstown, North Hagerstown High School 
li!ASSACHU 3ETT S: 
Arlington, Arlington High School 
Beverly, Beverly Eigh School 
Beverly Trade and Coop·erative Trade Schools 
Fall River, B. M. c. Durfee High School 
Medford, !;led ford High School 
Vocational High School 
SCHOOGS FROM '.miCE HANDBOOKS WERE Hr~CBIVL>D (continued) 
NAS3.ACHUSETT3: (continued) 
Taunton, Taunton High Sc~ool 
l"ialtham, Vocation School 
Winchester, 'iiinchester High School 
MICHIGAN: 
Ann Arbor 1 Ann Arbor High School Battle Creek, Battle Creek High School 
Detroit 1 Central High School Ferndale, Ferndale High Sc~ool 
lv!INNE30TA: 
Austin, Austin High School 
Duluth, Central High School 
Rochester, Senior High School 
St. Paul, Washington High School 
1iiE).3I5SIPP I: 
Biloxi, Biloxi High School 
Gulfport, Gulfport High School 
Jackson, Central High School 
11BSCURI: 
Ferguson, Ferguson High School 
Hannibal, Hannibal High School 
St. Louis, Central High School 
MONTANA: 
Bozeman, Seniol' High School 
L~tte, Butte High School 
NZBRA3KA: 
Hastings, HastingsHigh School 
Lincoln, Lincoln High School 
Omaha, North High School 
llEVADA: 
Henderson, Basic High School 
Reno, Reno High School 
Las Vegas, Las Vegas Hieh School 
:tfBW HAMPSHIRE: 
Berlin, Berlin High .School 
l'f'B\'1 .Tii:RSEY: 
Atlantic City, Atlantic City High School 
--·---- --~---="==== 
SCHOOLS FROM \'JHICH HANDBOOKS ':IZR:G 3.BC~I VZ:U (continued) 
NEVI JERSEY: (continued) 
Clifton, Clifton High School 
~lizabeth, Battin High Schoo~ 
NBYi r·,lEX.IC 0: 
Albuquerque, Albuquerque High School 
Las Cruces, Las Cruces High School 
Gallup, Gallup High School 
NEVI YORK: 
Albany, Albany High School 
Ithaca, Ithaca High School 
NORTH CAROLINA: 
Durham, Durham High .:lchool 
Greensboro, Senior High School 
l\ORTH DAlWTA: 
OHIO: 
Bismarck, Bismarck High School 
!.linot, Newton High School 
Akron, Central 1-!ie;h School 
Columbus 1 North High School 
OELAHOMA: 
Enid, Enid High School 
01clahoma City, Capitol Hill High School 
Tulsa, 'ilill Rogel's High School 
OREGON: 
Astoria, Astoria Hie;h School 
Eugene 1 Eugene High .School 
1\lamath Falls, 1\lamath Union '::!igh School 
Portla.nd 1 Grover Cleveland Higb School 
PENNSYLVANIA: 
Allentown, Allentown High School 
Beaver, Beaver Falls High School 
York, William Penn Senior High ;school 
RHODE ISLAND: 
Vloonsocket, Senior High School 
SOUTH CAROLINA: 
Florence, McClenaghan High School 
SCHOOLS FROM WHICH HANDBOOKS WERE RECEIVED (continued) 
SaJTH CAROLINA: (continued) 
Greenwood, Greenwood High School 
Spartanburg, Spartanburg High School 
TENNESS.ti:E: 
Chattanooga, Kirkman Technical :-Iigh School 
TEXAS: 
UTAH: 
Austin, Austin Senior High Schools 
Logan, Logan High School 
Ogden, Ogden High School 
dalt Lake City, East High School 
West High School 
VIRGINIA: 
Arlington, Washington - Lee High School 
Richmond, John Marshall High School 
VERMONT: 
Barre, Spaulding High School 
Montpelier, Montpelier High School 
WASHINGTON: 
Tacoma, Stadium High School 
Yakima, A. c. Davis Senior High School 
WISCOHSIN: 
Madison, Madison Central High School 
Milwaukee, The Boys' Technical High School 
Superior, Superior Central High School 
WYOMING: 
Cheyenne 1 Senior High School 
APPEi-I"DIX. C. 
LE-TTERS AND STUDENT CHECK LI sr 
Dear Sir: 
95 Howard S\r .. t. 1_46 
E. Braintree 84 9 Mass. 
J&llll&l'J 3, 1959 
In partial fulfillment. of the re~irements for the degree of 
Master of Education in Guidance and Counseling"trom the School 
or Edu.oation, Bolton Universi tr D I liD devaloping a 11 Handbook for 
Student I of t.he ~inCJ Trad, i3choolo11 
Part or the re1earch inv~lved il a 1tud7 or existing handbookl 
used in other sohooll. 
It your school ueu a bandbook9 I rupeot.tully 8ol1oit your 
a•si•t•nce. 
Tile following information will be v~ry helpful& 
lo 
2o 
A copr of your pandbook. 
II it 1esued to every beginning pupil 'l" Yes 
-
No_ 
3. How h the cost. of printing f.inanced'l (e.g., School 
budget. pr.ovisio~t an activity of a school club or clubs, 
Class dues 9 et.Co} 
---,----------------------------------------=---------
Eaolosed is a selt~addressed, stamped envelope in which to return 
this letter and a copy or your handbook. If there is any charge 
tor this handbook, I sh~ll be veryl1appy to reimburse you. 
It you wish, I will return your h~naboak and send you a copy or 
our MJidbook wl:len it is eompleted. ·· 
Any assistance you may render will be greatly appreciated. 
Very truly yours 9 
Laurence H. Babia 
Assistant Director 
~inoy Trade i31hool Qaiaoy 69, Masaao~set.t.s 
To t.he Facult.y: 
~incy Trade School 
~incy 69, Mass. 
January 3, 1959 
Undoubtedly you have been asked man, ~estions by many pupils 
about credits, rules, rt~sulations, and other school policies 
that. could well be answered in a pup11 1 s handbook. 
In 1111. endeavor \o constl'll.ot ll handbook wbich 1fill be relatively 
complete I tin<l I need y!)Ul' al:!le aaaist.anoe. 
Below, and on t.he back ot \his sheet, will you please lis\ any 
items you teal shoulCI ba 1naluCieCI ia. .. a Quincy TraCie School. 
Banabook. 
Plaasa rat.~n t.b.is elleet. as· soon 11s poasibla. 
Thank you tor your b.alpo 
Laurance H. Babin 
1_47 
Dear air 1 
1_48 
98 Elowal'd Sbeet 
Bo Braiatree 841 Masso Jama.rr · ~, , 1189 
As part of tbe raquireaeats for a desree of Ka.ter of Edaaatioa 
ia CN.ldaaae and Oou.~:~aeliftl I • oo~:~at.ru.oUN a. haJ:tdbook for 
proepaotiva and present ,_pile ot ~lbo7 Trade Sobool, 
You and rour staff can b• of ineat.imabla help to me 1f rou will 
list any items whlon.rou feel are necessary ln a complete 
handbook. 
\tUl y011 kindly dlstrlbute t.ne .. e.nclos~d explanatorr forms t.o 
eaoh counselor on 70111' st.aff' for t.be1r. &ufJ~est.ions and comment.sT 
Also enclosed 1s a self-addressed 1 stamped envelope for the 
returns • ·. 
I will greatly appreciate any assistance you render and will 
send you a copy or our aandboolt wqen tt is completed. . 
Very truly yours, 
Laurence Ho Babin 
Assistant. Director Quinor Trade School 
Dear Counselor~ 
95 Howard St.reet. 
Eo Bl'aint..ree 84g 
January 3 9 1959 
1.49 
Mass. 
In my endeavor t.o const.ruct. a handbook for pupils at.t.ending t.he 
~incy Trade achool, I feel your assist.ance will be of inest.imable 
value. Any in:f'ormat.ion or 111188est.ions you can furnish will be 
great.ly appreciat.edo · 
Your experience as a counselor probably bas revealed areas of 
information about. t.he ~incy Trade Scho.ol t.nat. could be compiled 
and disseminated in t.he best manner 't.hrough a at.u.dent. handbook. 
What. it.ems or ip:f'ormation do you O.lieve should be included in 
a handbook for ~incy Trade School? 
Pleas.e list your questio~s, informat.ion, and suggestions below 
and on the reverse side of t.his sheet. and return as soon as 
possible to t.he ~ead. Coupselor. · 
Thank you tor your cooperat.ion. 
Very t.ruly yoursg 
Laurence H. Babin 
Assistant Direot.or 
Quincy Trade School 
Cliu.inoy.69 9 Mass. 
QUESTIONNAIRE TO S.TUDENTS 
:150 
I am developing a handbook for students of the Quincy Trade 
School. Will you assist me by checking the items you think should 
be included and explained. Thank you. 
L. He Babin 
Item Chao~ 
. 
Club and class activities. honor societies and R.o.T.o. 
Absence or attendance !admit slinsl 
SChool coTors. traartTons. customs. cheers and sorw:s 
Librarov 
Cafeteria 
Inaex or tal5le of contents 
&'Eudent council and members 
Renort oarods anCJ ~riiifi~ svst;em 
Tar-diness 
Lockers 
IranoTAl'-sni:ns-
Bell sch80Ul"es or aail:v class schedules 
Publications I school l 
Location of rooms and facilities 
Bookstore 1 books anCi SUEElies 
-Fire drills 
0Urriculum 1 Erogram or stuCiies anCi courses Guidance 
Leaving school 
Los-t and found 
during sessions 1. 
Foreword 
Administration and staff 
Auditorium and assemblies -
Conduct or deEortment 
Eligibilit~ rules - sEorts or other activities 
Illness 1 accident and health Eolia~ Graduation reguirements 
Weicome 
TeleEhone and teleEhone cails 
Cars and narking. transportation and bicycles 
Piedies. code of ethics. motto. seal. etc. 
SDorts or athletics and schedules 
Smoki~ ana liguor 
1!tuaen Ioaa 
Histor~ or school < < 
Music activities 
DeEosits 1 fees and charges 
ColleQe entrance requirements and oreoaration 
Identification (student¥ 
Constitution 
Dances 1 Eicnics 1 Earties 1 invitations 1 and triES Homerooms , 
Honor roll 
Passes and7or corridor nermi ts 
E"choo1 calender - vear 
Program card 
Socia! calender and events 
PAGE 2 
1.51. 
Item Checll 
Points. credits and class standi~ 
Property damage and care of' school property 
~tudy habits or skills and homework 
Traf'f'ic in corridors 
Bus tickets and transportation 
Cl.vl.l def'ense and air raid drills 
Picture o1·_ school 
Daily bulletins and weekly buJ..Letlns 
Make-up work 
BuiliHng hours ana ruies 
W!_thdrawal 1·rom school 
.tianabook st.al:"l 
Activl.t;y: tickets 
Visitors 
Detention - disciEline 
of program Dropping subjects or change 
Placement 
cartoons. drawings and pictures 
Monitors, class of'f'icers, service committee and student 
aides 
:::iU.mll1er school 
Work permits and papers 
BuJ.J.etin boards and displaY cases -
Intramural SJ2orts 
Objectives of' school or philosophy 
~hool purchases 
Clothin~~: or dress and grooming 
Examinations lnot college entrance) 
Tuition - non resident students 
G;rn! ana J2h;y:sical education 
Broaacasts or _public aadress 
Del:"ioienc;y: sliJ2S 
Insurance 
p o"l: oA.o 
Aaiission requirements 
Recoras - CUJJ!Ulative and permanent 
Gll&ru~:e o:t: address 
Gontribu.tions. guts soll.cit.i~ and collections 
Lavator;y: re~lations 
~otations 
~lute to f'las or f'l~ ceremonies 
Sinior information --
Transfers to ana rrom schoo_l 
BounaarJ.es ana srounas limits 
Monies 1 clubs 1 etc. and club funds Aavisers and sponsors 
Registrations f'irst day and late 
~chool ratiags laccre_clitation) 
Transcri];!tS of records 
Class ri~s and Pins 
CooEerative trainins 
PAGE 3 
1.52 
Item phec1 
3pecial help schedule 
Appointments during school hours and call sliPS 
Posters and decorations 
Dedication and acknowledaements 
Marriage rules 
::>tate laws. attendance. loTterirn;~;. etc. 
Incompletes. cono1t1ons ana10robation 
No ~ chool si~~:na.ls 
Pu:Eil directorz 
Suspension and expulsion 
Aelvertlsing 
Driver educatlon lunder ourr iculu.m) 
Entrance requirements and re~istration 
Tutoring 
Initiations 
Memorials. plaques. etc. 
Valuables 
'funas - activitz 
Evenillil: school: 
Exchange students 
Limitations of activities I demerits J 
Manuscript form 
Rehearsals and practices 
Tool list - suggested tools 
Oall blanks lappointment slins J 
Demerits and merit szstems 
Zoning policy 
All.unni assoc1at1ons 
Classroom nrocedure 
Discipline cards (character records} 
Parent :eerm1ss1on sllES 
Parliamentary nroceaures 
Pre .race 
Ranid learners classes 
Recommendations of students 
Re orts to parents 
rte uest t·or dlsmlsaa.l 
::>c ool comndttee laws 
School jurisdiction 
achool marks 
Transfer ot· crea1ts 
weekl:v time cards 
*ELEASE LIST ON BACK OF SHEET ANY ADDITIONAL ITEMS YOU THINK OUGHT 
TO BE INCLUDED IN A HANDBOOK FOR Ci/.UINCY TRADE aCHOOL. 
